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ABSTRACT
According to Gabriel Marcel's ontology being is a sacred mystery,
transcendental, inexhaustible and unfathomable by words alone. To describe being in
words alone leads to a paradoxical. Existence itself is paradoxical. When Marcel
means, 'There is no need to be anxious and worry about life', but this does not mean
that one should live one's life in a way which is 'laid back' or 'easy going'. A way of
life demands unceasingly great effort and patience, and it does not necessarily mean
strenuous effort. I am responsible for every single thing in my existence, as well as
my neighbor, the other. But, it does not mean I am almighty, or that I should myself
towards the uplifting of 'I' but, towards the one wholeness of Being.
A human being has a certain amount of autonomy and authority over his or her
existence. He or she has certain amount of freedom to choose his or her unique life as
an inner call. Life is not fixed in one aspect, it is open ended, and life is plenitude
according to one's ability to create with fidelity to one's authentic being. One is most
responsible for oneself. He or she is endowed with the ability to anticipate and
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participate in the process of becoming greater than oneself. In one's innermost, there
is a guiding Light, a gentle whispering sound which leads oneself towards the
Ultimate Reality. In the tranquil mind one is able to be in touch with the guiding
Light. The Human body is the ontological datum, the mystery of embodiment as
Incarnate Being. Exigencies are ontological as they reveal themselves as one's
innermost feelings. One can be in touch with ontological exigency through Secondary
Reflections of Marcel, which has the transformative effect on being.
Emphasizing God's revelation as Agape; Life is treasure and meaningful if
one is able to build up inter-subjective communion with the others through Agape,
which is the source of joy and peace. Marcel tried to integrate the unique individual
and the collectivity of being through his concept of inter-subjectivity, which leads
towards the wholeness of Being.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Gabriel Marcel's philosophy is a work devoted to bringing hope for
humanity. He tries to pave a way to go beyond despair and opens up possibilities. He
believes that, there is no affliction that humans cannot overcome. There is always a
way out of the suffering and despair. He shows a way to go beyond, to the
transcendent, but it demands ceaseless effort. It is a search, with endless hope; the
way of the Homo Viator.

The challenge of existence had transformed him. Since at a tender age, Marcel
had gone through many tragedies of life. He lost his mother at the age of four, in
1893. The separations of loved ones by death in World War I were great in number.
He participated in the suffering of others and was deeply touched by the immense
suffering of his fellow human beings. As a consequence of loneliness and anxiety, his
health deteriorated. He faced the dark side of his life. He embraced his tragedies with
faith, hope and love in Ultimate Reality. He was deeply engrossed in the reality of his
life which brought about change and transformation. He went beyond them and
transcended the dark side of life. Working with the Red Cross was also another great
experience that shaped his life. While working there, Marcel faced the tragedies of the
other. Their tragedies gradually transformed him into a warm and compassionate man.
He integrated his own pains with the pain of his fellow beings. His own pain became
a source of sympathy and healing for self and others.

Marcel's lonely childhood helped him to become an affectionate person who
treasured the company of others. The other became 'thou' for him. Marcel
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transformed loneliness to commumon and oneness with the other. Later, in his
writing, he developed his understanding of intersubjective communion with the other.

The calamity of two World Wars made deep impression on his being. He was
against the hatred, separation, aggression and conflict. He counterpoised by
philosophizing ontology, focusing on the concrete experiences of love, peace, hope,
relationships and inter subjective communion towards wholeness. The calamity of
wars transformed towards peace, within oneself and with the other. His anxiety and
the fear of separation from loved ones transformed him towards faith in the
transcendental power of the supreme authority, in something greater than himself.
Through these dilemmas, he found the way out towards transcendentalism. He could
discover the light from within his own being, which brought about hope in those
moments of despair.

Meanwhile Jean-Paul Sartre highlights the dark side of humanity without
Agape, life without Transcendent Ultimate Reality. He is honestly revealing the
absurdity and misery of 'life without agape'. Thomas M. King's wrote in the
introduction in Sartre and the Sacred: "The writings of Sartre are left with an
overriding theological character that often seems to be unaffected by the atheism he
professes"' (King, 1974, p. xi). Joseph, H. McMahon adds in the preface of the same
book, "Sartre has defined man as 'the desire to be God'. While he argues that God is
impossible, he sees the divine ideal as basic to being human; man therefore has
theological intuitions and religious experiences in abundances" (King, 1974, preface).

How can I establish peace within myself and with others? How can I exist in
harmony within myself and with others? These are the critical issues each being has to
face in day to day life. Everything begins from oneself. I have responsibility for
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myself as well as for others. As a human being, it is imperative to know oneself. One
has to take time and make effort in attending to one's feelings and thoughts to know
oneself. It is through the process of learning to listen to one's feelings and thoughts
one can learn to be sensitive to the others' feelings too. Knowing oneself is parallel
with knowing the other.

According to Patricia, Altenbemd, Johnson and Heidegger human beings or
Dasein is always grounded in a mood, disposition, or state of mind (Johnson, 2000,
pp. 22-23), sometimes in good mood and sometimes not in good mood. And it seems
common to have different moods, even at the same time, such as happy or unhappy,
peace of mind or disturbance and turmoil within. If most of the time the negative
moods are overwhelming oneself, existence becomes absurd and burdensome. If these
moods are in balance, there is peace and harmony. Further, moods are revealing about
the immediate self, moment to moment, unceasingly. They are the mirrors, the
reflexive guide lines for better existence of being. Marcel named the not-good
disposition or mood as exigency; it is 'Ontological Exigency.' Such a mood is a
warning sign to pay attention to and work on. One's lifelong task is to maintain a
peaceful atmosphere filled with as much agape as possible. Then, one is able to be
optimistic towards oneself, the others and the whole world, becoming clearer and
friendlier to oneself. Otherwise, filled with pessimism towards oneself, the other and
the whole world, one is gloomy and unfriendly. Sartre portrays clearly this precept.
Marcel judged Sartre's nature and psychic make-up to come from "the ranks of a
misdirected and anarchical youth ... " (Marcel, 1995, p. 90). Sartre lost his father when
he was young and his mother remarried. Possibly, he might have received scarcer
/lesser care and attention from the parent. No wonder his outlook is i:ather gloomy and
absurd. He is portraying life without agape in comparison to Marcel.
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One prefers to live life as peacefully as possible. Everything begins with one's
mind. If one's mind is peaceful, one's whole body is benefiting from it as well as one
is creating a peaceful atmosphere for the other. One is sending peaceful energy to the
environment and to the whole world. It is a fundamental task to maintain a peaceful
disposition within oneself. To integrate or cooperate within one's body and mind,
one's feeling and thinking or passion and reason is the starting point to integrate and
cooperate with the other. Ability to maintain peace within oneself leads to
maintaining peace with the other.

According to Marcel, it is possible to maintain a peaceful atmosphere but not
without great effort and patience. Peace is the primary state that one can distribute to
oneself and to the other, as the foundation of love. It is vital to maintain peace, love
and hope within oneself and with the other. According to Marcel.._one's life is not
fully fixed and determined. It is up to each individual's free will and responsibility.
Each one can participate, through anticipation in the mystery of each individual being
and the other. To have hope in the other is the same as loving the other. Sartre also
conveys a similar message, one is most responsible to one's self, one's life has
become according to one's choices.

If the other is good to oneself, or not against oneself, it might be easier to

maintain that peace and love for him or her. Once he or she is not for oneself, against
oneself, it is difficult to maintain peace and love within oneself, and towards the
other. Marcel has taught us that, I am the one who is responsible for the other's
feelings or actions. I am responsible if the other has not good intentions or feelings
towards me, even in such situations (Marcel, 2002, p. 88). He also talks about
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intersubjective relationship, treating others as subjects, a relationship of 'I to thou.'
This is the main theme that I would like to explore.

Marcel encourages us to see beyond external appearances. In the case of the
individual and mass society, if one has to choose or decide between mass society and
individual conscience or one's autonomy, which path should one take, the individual
conscience or the mass society? What is the individual conscience and who is the
mass society? In the sense of oneness whole, the individual conscience and mass
society are not two separate entities. In reality they might be interconnected in a
deeper sphere of life. According to Bernard Haring, Conscience is the sanctuary of
creative fidelity and liberty. It is the sacred place to know together and be free for
each other. "The word 'conscience' derives from the Latin cum (together) and

scientia, scire (to know). "Conscience is the person's moral faculty, the inner core and
sanctuary where one knows oneself in confrontation with God and with fellowmen"
(Haring, 1978, p.252). Conscience is a directing force for moral behavior stemming
from the core of a person's humanity, especially in situations where ethical codes may
not provide an answer (Angeles, 1981, p.45). According to the holy Bible, God will
write his law into the person's heart, in his innermost being ( Jer 31:29-34; Ez 14:1-3
and 36:26). We read in the Catechism of the Catholic Church promulgated by Pope
John Paul (ll):

"Deep within his Conscience man discovers a law which he has not laid
upon himself but which he must obey. Its voice, ever calling him to love
and to do what is good and to avoid evil, sounds in his heart at the right
moment.... For man has in his heart a law inscribed by God.... His
conscience is man's most secret core and his sanctuary. There he is alone
with God whose voice echoes in his depths" (No.1776 in Art 6 Moral
Conscience, p.490).
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According to Article 6, Moral Conscience, one cannot ignore or reject the voice of
the conscience. One cannot deny the fact that individual conscience is significant for
oneself, but one's joy is not complete in ignoring mass society. The background and
significance of my work is to find the best way that will not distort charity, agape, and
the disposition of peace. For the sake of charity, one ought not to follow conscience
abruptly without benevolent courtesy and concern for mass society. There might be
good reason for not allowing oneself to follow one's own way. Actually both the
individual and mass society is significant in one's existence. One cannot exclude or
ignore mass society or the individual self. Neither path will offer one complete
satisfaction and joy. One ought to be prudent in making a choice. Marcel has paved
the way to solve this mystery by transcending the dualism between self and the other,
the unity of the whole. Towards intersubjective communion with the other, agape,
love is the main tool in relating with the others. Everything is permissible or
justifiable within the atmosphere of goodness and wisdom of Agape. But without
Agape, there is a great turmoil to one's being as well as mass society. The essential
message is that the mystery of the plenitude and richness of being.

The research began with an awareness of the struggle between the individual
unique self, the other and the Ultimate. The ultimate finding of the research is the
liberatory aspect of one's being. It is oneness to the whole that liberates oneself.
Initially one was hovering around the periphery of Marcel's ontology, looking
desperately for freewill by being authentic to one's individual unique self. Marcel's
ontology has all that one was looking for. A study of the ideas of other thinkers who
put emphasis on 'freewill for being an authentic individual unique self is
illuminating. Eventually one's desperation was saved and supported by the
explanations of the following other thinkers. Royce's "The Paradox of Self
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Realization" and "Concrete Philosophy of the Individual" (Trotter, 2001, pp. 10, 20,
27) put much emphasis on the individual, community and God. Rilke's emphasis on
'Individual encountering God' encourages one to dare to be an individual self before
God (Marcel, 1951, pp. 220, 222). The free thinking style of Rilke offers the image
of God in several perceptions never before encountered. This offers a great liberation
of mind. Sartre's Universalisability, freedom and responsibility in making choices for
oneself and the other frees oneself from the spirit of abstraction and determinism
(Sartre, 2001, pp. 29, 192). Berdyaev's concept of God's gift as freedom has a
tremendous effect on oneself (Berdyaev, 1962, pp. 14, 15, 16, 17,114,115).
Heidegger's emphasis on authenticity supports one to be true to one's authentic self
(Johnson, 2000, p.21)). Kierkegaard's individual encountering God supports one to be
an individual before God and others. From within one's individual self, one becomes
comfortable to be in intersubjective communion with the other, towards oneness
whole. Without one's centre of an individual unique self it is impossible to achieve
intersubjective communion or oneness whole. The inner drive towards one's
individual unique self is so strong that without this personal centre one can become
isolated, unable to relate with the other healthily. The more one's individual self has
been suppressed, the stronger the tendency towards individualism and isolation.
Conversely, as one acknowledges the right to be an individual unique self, one moves
more spontaneously towards the other in intersubjective communion. Buber and
Levinas discuss the other as becoming real and meaningful. Desmond's reading of
Marcel concept of 'individual uniqueness' is also supported (Desmond, 1994, p. 136).
One cannot deny the fact that Sartre has liberated and supported the self to face the
reality of freewill and responsibility. With a study and understanding of these thinkers
as background one is then able to absorb Marcel's· ontology. Marcel's ontology
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teaches one to lead a tranquil life and be in touch with Transcendent Reality. One who
is striving for freedom is in the process of developing uniquely authentic person's
conscience, dignifying one self.

At the beginning, this research explores the background and significance of
Marcel's understanding as well as this researcher's, of the "mystery of being". I have
tried to articulate how Marcel's life experiences transformed his thought and
understanding of today's existence in context, or that of contemporary society. How
he managed to transform the painful aspects of his life to transcend sadness into joy.
More personally, my 'ontological exigencies' gently lead me into an appreciation of
the ontological exigencies of Marcel, Sartre, Heidegger, Berdyaev, Kierkegaard as
well as some bits and threads from Buber and Levinas.

After that, the research explores Marcel's life and work on the mystery of
being, the unfathomable aspects of the mystery which words are unable to encompass
as a whole, the mystery that dissolves the dichotomy. Marcel delves into the mystery
through participating in it. The individual unique self moving towards intersubjective
communion with the other is in the process of becoming oneness, whole. After that,
the mystery· of embodiment as 'Incarnate being' is explored, It shows us that
observing one's thinking mind and feeling body, can lead one towards self knowledge
and to be in touch or intimate with one's innermost self. It shows us how the body and
mind influence one another. It shows the mind's ability to be intimate and cooperate
with the body and how that might lead toward the positive aspects of the whole
person. The transformative power of Marcel's experiential thinking is appreciating the
experience through fidelity. One can read how Marcel is against the spirit of
abstraction as lack of love, the readymade general solution for every situation. He
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thinks there is no such exact guide to apply to every situation. It is a searching into
Marcel's Ontological Exigency, the intrinsic sense of direction, which each one must
understand in his own way. This is the most liberated aspect for one's being. It is
participating in the mystery of being through reflecting on the exigency, paying
attention to, and entering into one's own depths, linked to personal experiences, an act
of adjustment, promoter of life, creative fidelity. This creates something higher than
oneself. The end of one's rising from one level to another, is illumination not
acquisition, participating through will and feelings.

A closer examination into the person (self, other and God) will be made by
reading of other thinkers._From the two perspectives of being as person, self and
other, the significant value of authentic unique self comes from self-love, the
interaction of body and mind; towards the other as thou, intersubjective communion
with the other. Royce's 'paradox of self realization' and 'concrete philosophy of the
individual' are quoted to support and highlight individual uniqueness of being
(Trotter, 2001, p. 27). The more one become closer to one's unique innermost self one
comes closer to God, the Ultimate Truth. Desmond's (1994) reading of Marcel's
concept of 'individual uniqueness' in Philosophy of Religion: Marcel, Jaspers,
Levinas in Twentieth Century Continental Philosophy is quoted. Berdyaev's (1962)
image of God and freedom as God's gift to humanity is quoted to understand Marcel's
concept of God and freedom. Freedom means freedom of heart, spirit and will, not
just action._Marcel's critique of Sartre's 'Existence' and 'Freedom' will be examined.
Though Marcel and Sartre are two different thinkers who seems to contrast each
other, the approach will be emphasis on the underlying unity. The end purpose of this
whole research is for the oneness whole.
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After reflection on Marcel's "Mystery of being" is completed, the focus will
be on the Transcendental, and on Recollected and Responsible 'being'. Marcel's
family upbringing and experiences in life has molded his thoughts and his unique
personal image of Ultimate Reality. Marcel quoted Rilke craving for the
transcendental, encouraging us to make effort to go beyond the common. The
researcher sees a whole and oneness by integrating Sartre, Heidegger and Marcel's
concept of the transcendent, and highlights the contradictions as the matter of
language. Recollected being is discussed by quoting Rilke's solitude, Heidegger's
hermeneutics and Kierkegaard's Inwardness as passive tranquil, and listening as
actively anticipation. Reflection is attention that enters into one's own depths. By
quoting Rilke and Heidegger, Marcel challenges us towards responsible being, to take
responsibility for oneself and the other.

Then it presents an understanding of the reality or the interconnection between
'Agape' and 'Being', Being as Agape, reflecting on the tranquil and inner being of the
person. The meaning of the individual and towards the wholeness of being, in search
of ways to live life joyfully, will be discussed. Finally, it presents the Evaluation, the
Conclusions and the Recommendations for further research.

Thesis Statement
If one maintains a tranquil life and has intersubjective communion with the other in

moving towards oneness whole, life will become freer of tension and anxiety.
Objectives of the Thesis
( 1) To see the whole picture and the significant view of the research on the mystery of
being.

THE ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
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(2) To respect one's own being and that of the other as sacredness, recollect and
centring to the guiding light of Marcel's Ontological Exigency.
(3) To support Marcel's thought on individual unique self, other and God by reading
other thinkers such as Sartre, Royce, Desmond, Rilke, Berdyaev. To read Sartre on
'existence' and 'freedom' through the lens of Marcel's view, as well as my own view
on them and to explore into the absolute plenitude of being in the Transcendent,
Recollected and Responsible being.
(4)

To learn how to love others and oneself and to transcend oneself, towards

becoming a more tranquil person.
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(5) To evaluate the goal, aim and the destiny, of the research.
Research Question
Where is the light and guide line to follow? How will be attuning with the light as
guidance?
Between the individual conscience and mass society, to which do I owe obedience?
Who is responsible for my life and my decisions, me or mass society?
Where will I find the will of God, within my own conscience or that of mass society?
Limitation of the Study
This research is limited to the study of Gabriel Marcel's ontology focusing on
ontological exigency and intersubjective communion and reading Sartre.
Contribution of the Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to rediscover the value of Gabriel Marcel's "Ontological
Exigency" and "Intersubjective communion" towards "Oneness whole"
Methodology of Research
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This study is a documentary research, reading the primary and secondary
sources with a critical mind, to interpret, analyze, explain and thereby arrive at the
conclusion of the research. It has three steps:
One, collect data from the major sources those are available in libraries in
Thailand, as well as internet websites.
Two, select the data that is useful and appropriate for the thesis.
Three, interpret the data without bias and prejudice.
Definition of the Terms Used
Tranquil: Free from or unaffected by disturbing emotions; un-agitated; serene;
placid: a tranquil life. (www. Dictionary.com)
Being: used synonymously with ultimate reality, substance, prime matter, God, the
infinite reality, the Absolute, the One etc. (Angeles, 1981, p.25).
"being: in Marcel's terms, "the 'recuperation' of immediate experience on a higher
level. Hence immediate experience provides the model for a supra-relational
experience of the Absolute" (Marcel, 2001 b, p. xxi).
Concrete: what is real, vivid, known by direct experience, belonging to actual
existence and specific. The individual, the practical, the particular, as opposed to the
general, the abstract, the Ideal and Vague (Angeles, 1981, p.43).
Concrete Philosophy in Marcel terms is a "philosophy of the pensee pensante; it can
be developed only by acrobatic feats which place one in continuous jeopardy"
(Marcel, 2002, p.13).
Illumination: "not in any sense to grasp something: to be illuminated, or rather to
have a sudden access to some reality's revelation of itself to us" (Marcel, 200la, p.
53).
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lngatherness: essentially a state in which one is drawing nearer to something without
abandoning anything. [Nearer to oneself][To enter into his own depths] (Marcel,
200la, pp. 129-130).

*Intersubjectivity: " ... Marcel accounts of the culmination of intersubjectivity in
love, in which two persons acknowledge one another as "transcendence," as beings
whose reality transcends the objectifiable" (Glenn, 1991, p. 530).
"Intersubjectivity is in the strictest sense a mystery" (Glenn, 1991, p. 537).

Fidelity: "Fidelity involves an awareness and acknowledgement of the Being in me
that is also in others and that cannot be denied without repudiating my true self'
(Reeves, 1991,p. 268)

Agape: The word commonly used for Christian love. In contrast to Eros, a kind of
love which even in 'its higher manifestations retains an elements of self seeking
desire, Agape is the wholly unselfish, outgoing form of love (Mautner, 1996. p.)

Recollection: "is probably what is least spectacular in the soul. It does not consist in
looking in anything; it is a reprise, an inner reflection, and, I would add, we may
wonder if it is not the principle of unity, irrepresentable in itself, on which the very
possibility of memory depends" (Marcel, 1963, p. 86)

Homo Viator: " ... the soul that is the traveler, it is of the soul and of the soul alone
that we can say with supreme truth that 'being' necessarily means 'being on the way'
(en route)" (Marcel, 1951, p. 11)

Mystery: "mystery reunites, without mystery life would be unbreathable" (Marcel,
1963, p.52), "A problem which encroaches on its own immanent conditions of
possibility" (Marcel, 2002p.69).
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Spirit of Abstraction: "cannot be separated from a certain lack of love ... the inability
to treat a human being as a human being, and for this human being the substituting of
a certain idea, a certain abstract designation" (Marcel, 1963, p.123).
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CHAPTER II
GABRIEL MARCEL ON ONTOLOGY

"Ontology itself is ... a return to sources ... to the sacred" (Marcel, 1985, p.
119). Marcel aims to rediscover the person in the sacred sense of Being. By reviewing
Marcel's ideas on "The Mystery of Being", conviction forms that Being is a sacred
reality, with dignity and plenitude. Marcel struggled to renew and reintegrate the
shattered human spirit, a certain core of the sacred in man, which had been violated
by the World Wars I and II.
Marcel's ontology is incomprehensible without including his faith and eternal
hope in Divine Goodness and the inexhaustible power of Love. Marcel holds to the
Catholic doctrines that God created human beings in the image and likeness of God.
Beings are striving towards their origin of sacredness. Thus the mystery of being is
the path returning back to the sacred sense of being. God create human beings in love
and through love. Thus the mystery of being is revealed only through love and in
love.
Marcel philosophy is a philosophy of Love, Mystery, eternal, transcendent,
Oneness whole, Homo Viator. Optimistic Hope, Creative Fidelity, Participation,
Presence, Recollection. Since Marcel's ontology is eternal, the sacred mysterious
transcendental oneness whole and Homo Viator words are unable to encompass the
whole. Thus paradoxes and contradiction arose. His is a philosophy of paradox with
irony, not so compatible with languages using words of absolute meanings. But more
appropriate with arts and languages such as, music, drama and poetry.
Marcel strives to go beyond the illusion of dualism and dichotomy towards the
mystery of 'oneness whole', such as body and mind, feelings and thinking, self and
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the other, the individual and collectivity. Simultaneously he gives equal priority to
individual aspect of being as well as collective aspect of being. He intends to
reconcile or integrate the opposites. As Plato has two worlds, the material world and
the world of forms, Marcel also has two aspects such as, 'being one's own self and
'being on other self, problem and mystery, transcendence and immanent, authenticity
and alienation, hope and despair, primary and secondary reflection, etc.
For Marcel, 'Being' is God, transcendental, eternal sacred mystery, the
Ultimate Reality, and 'being' is a person. Marcel's ontology invites us to participate
in and to anticipate the mystery of being; being with other beings towards the
Ultimate Being is central to Marcel's philosophy.
Hope is one of the most essential elements in Marcel's philosophy. There is
hope wherever there is despair, the greater the despair the greater the hope. Hope
helps him to go beyond ordinary things. In the light of hope everything is transcended
/transformed.

According

to

Webb,

Marcel's

"Hope

is

directed

towards

Eternity ... hope represents a positive non-acceptance of life's trials and tragedies, a
non-acceptance which is to be distinguished from revolt because its characteristics are
silence, modesty, timidity, humility, relaxation and security" (Webb, 2008, p.118).
Individual unique being is crucial to Marcel's thinking, he focuses on the
single individual unique person imbued with freedom and responsibility. The
individual single unique self and collectively are both equally prior to Marcel. The
individual's responsibility is towards the self, and simultaneously towards other
beings.

Thus,

existence

is

essentially collaborative

and

communal;

it

is

'transcendental ego' not 'egocentric'. He thinks human person is not a thing to be
generalized; no one is exactly the same as the other. The value is in the differences.
The differences are not the separation. All are united in diversity, the more the
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variety, the richer the nature of the being. Each individual ought to strive towards
one's own destiny, and it is a mystery. These paradoxes which are not easy to put into
clear cut statements. They form mystery. He is against the generalization of the
person and abstract thinking. He prefers concrete thinking and freedom to be an
individual unique being.

2.1 The Life and Work of Gabriel Marcel

Gabriel Marcel (1889-1973) was not only a French existential philosopher but
also a playwrighter, critic and musician. He was the only child of Henry Marcel (a
government official, diplomat and a curator, a lapsed Catholic, and cultured agnostic)
and Laure Mayer, of Jewish descent (died when Marcel was four years old). He was
brought up by his maternal grandmother and his aunt, a devoted woman of stem
upright character, who became his father's second wife and who had a major
influence on his early development. She was converted to a liberal humanist type of
Protestantism. Reason, science, and the moral conscience were held to be sufficient
guides, superseding traditional religion. His upbringing was rather disciplined. His
mother's premature death had great impact on young Marcel's life; he sensed the
mysterious invisible presence of his mother all his life. This seemed to him to have
almost inexhaustible consequences, if only for the relationships between the living
and the dead. This paved a way towards the beyond. In Marcel's biological note,
Seymour Cain mentions of his personality as full of warmth, geniality, gaiety and
charm, (Cain, 1979, p. 9). Cain seems to think that Marcel's loneliness had caused
him to become creative and imaginative in writing the drama, when he says, "an only
and a lonely child, Gabriel Marcel found creative enjoyment and companionship in
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the conversations he invented with imaginary characters who peopled the dramas that
he began writing at an early age" (Cain, 1979 p. 124).
From an early age he was attracted to the theatre and to writing plays, an
activity he pursued throughout his life, authoring thirty plays in his lifetime. When
Paul Ricoeur asked Marcel how he saw the relation between his dramatic and
philosophical work, he answered:

"The truth is that the connection between philosophy and drama in my
case is the closest, the most intimate possible .... My philosophy is
existential to the degree that it is simultaneously drama that is drama
creation ... the existing subject can be adequately thought only where the
thinking subject is allowed to speak. If we speak of this existing subject
in some other way, we insist in the words on its subjective character, but
by the very fact that we are speaking of it we inevitably objectify it and
consequently distort it" (Marcel, 1973, p.231).

From here one can see how much impact of freedom meant for Marcel, he even thinks
about the freedom of his characters in the drama.

He tried not to manipulate the

characters in his drama. His plays explore the mystery of being, dignity, identity, and
inter-subjective nexus, leaving the audience with the questions not ever given with
ready made answers. Also to the audience, he creates a free atmosphere for thinking for
themselves according to their values and meaning. His aim is to encourage the audience
to think freely for themselves.
As a musician can create a harmonious and pleasant sound from different and
a variety of sounds, Marcel hoped in the creative fidelity of each person, to harmonize
the diversity and the differences of the persons. It is up to each one to bring out the
best or worst from the other person. His belief is in the mystery of being, that being is
able to understand only through love. The mystery of being is unintelligible if love is
missing in

~ne's

life. Self-love, as well as loving others, is essential in Marcel's

thinking. Marcel claims that music unites his works of drama and philosophy, and
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music is the priority and the deepest level of his works (Marcel, 1985, p. 231 ). Thus,
music played a key role in Marcel's thought and his own musical creative
improvisation on the piano was his favourite mode. Through it he transformed into
something higher than himself. He found harmony and unity in music. He learned
how to listen to his innermost self and connect with the Supre me Being. He tried to
develop the capacity to listen with all his being. For him it was a communion with a
transcendent reality from where he developed the idea of ontological exigency by
becoming in touch and attuned with his innermost spark. He believed that in music,
"Everything fragmentary and unfulfilled on the sensory level would find fulfillment"
(Marcel, 1963, p. 21). He found harmony, and wholeness in music, which transcended
the dichotomy and separation that seemed to exist in life. To that end he claimed,
"The greatest musical works seemed to invoke directly a certain communion"
(Marcel, 1963, p. 26).
Having passed the national aggregation examination in philosophy in 1910,
Marcel taught philosophy periodically at various French high schools. For most of his
life, however, he was employed as a drama and music critic and as an editor. In 1918,
Marcel married Jacqueline Boegner, Protestant organist and professor of harmony at
the Schola Cantorum, and they adopted a son, Jean Marie. Marcel said that the
adoption was the source of joy and of spiritual enrichment. Later Jean Marie became a
remarkable photographer and film maker, exceptionally sensitive to music and an
excellent specialist in sound recording. Marcel converted to Roman Catholicism on
March 23, 1929, but was a nonconformist Catholic philosopher. Marcel was
completely against the tag of Christian existentialism. Generally, he was repelled by
labels and "isms". He considered himself as having always been "a philosopher of the
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threshold, a philosopher who kept himself in rather uncomfortable fashion on a line
midway between believers and nonbelievers ... " (Marcel, 1985, p. 238).
During World War I, Marcel worked as an administrative director for the Red
Cross where he was employed in obtaining news for families of wounded soldiers and
in trying to locate the missing. While working in the Red Cross he experienced the
pain of the family members of dead soldiers. The soldiers were identified by the
authorities as numbers, not as persons. But in reality, they were concrete entities, not
just numbers, which became clearer when the soldiers encountered death. He wrote,
"Every day I received personal visits from the unfortunate relatives who implored us
to obtain what information we could; so that in the end every index card was to me a
heart-rending personal appeal" (Marcel, 1995, p. 121). This experience strengthened
his religious convictions and led him to questions, the relevance of abstract
philosophy. He insisted upon a 'philosophy of the concrete'. From those experiences
Marcel came to reject 'abstract philosophies', such as the post German Idealism that
was popular at that time. 'Concrete philosophy' focuses on 'immediate human
experiences'.
Concrete experiences become core in Marcel's philosophy of being. One's
physical body is the place where one experiences one's own self, the other's self and
the world. One's bodily sensations and feelings become crucial to Marcel's concrete
experiences. Focusing on and aware of one's feelings and sensations need a certain
amount of recollecting of oneself, such as shutting oneself off from outer influences
for a time, just being and re-collecting and re-centering on one's awareness on the
inner self revealed in sensations and feelings. This made Marcel's deep reflection; his
so called secondary reflection, become a significant theme in the mystery of being.
Marcel made the connection between the philosophy of 'sensation' and that of
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'existence'. According to Marcel, sensation testified to our participation in existence
(Marcel, 1985, p. 222).
Marcel primarily focused on the individual, and he believed that the individual
self cannot be an individual self without other people. Others are essential for
developing the individual self. Therefore Marcel's being is "being with" in the sense
of being with other people. Other people are the more familiar "thou" for Marcel, not
just they, or it, he or she. The other is the mirror for oneself. One hardly aware that he
or she holds the privilege in participating in the mystery of the other being. "The thou
is to invoke what the object is to judgment" (Marcel, 1952, p. 156). One has the
responsibility not only for oneself but for the other too. At least one can support
others by good will. "Thou is ... essentially that which can be invoked by me" (Marcel,
1952, pp. 286, 200).
He was influenced by Russian Philosopher Nicholas Berdyaev in the concepts
of 'freedom' and 'God'. He was a disciple of Henri Bergson. Marcel's early interests
in philosophy were related to post-Kantian thought, especially that of Friedrich
Schelling and to the idealism of the English philosophers F. H. Bradley and two
American philosophers, Josiah Royce and William E. Hocking. Marcel's first
extended work of philosophy was a critical study of Royce's philosophy, Royce's

Metaphysics (1956). His own philosophical perspective emerged in the 1920s via a
critique of idealism and philosophical abstraction in general. It is documented first in

Metaphysical Journal (1927), a kind of philosophical diary of observations and
reflections recorded between 1918 and 1925, and continued in Being and Having
(1935).
Marcel rejected the idea of a philosophical system, his preferred forms of
expression of being such as the essay and the lecture. These are collected in Creative
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Fidelity (1940); Homo Viator (1945); his two volumes as The Mystery of Being
(1950); Man against Mass Society (1952) and his William James Lectures at Harvard
University in 1961-1962, published as The Existential Background of Human Dignity
(1963). An important early article that sets forth many of Marcel's mature ideas is,

"On the Ontological Mystery," published in 1933. After that he wrote, 'The
Philosophy of Existence' in 1949, The Decline of Wisdom in 1955 and 27 dramas.
Among Marcel's numerous plays, his early drama The Broken World identifies the
problem of alienation, which is a central theme of his existentialist writings (Cain,
1979, p. 12).
There is no Marcellian system, just the expression of "Neo-Socratism". He said his
way of thinking seemed incompatible with systematic form. And though he strongly
dislikes all "isms," and the expression, "Neo-Socratism," is the least misleading one,
because it does seem to emphasis the central role interrogation plays in his thought,
and the ambiguity connected with everything. This leads to Marcel's "Man
underway," of journeying as Homo Viator (Marcel, 1973, Pp. 251-252). The sense of
sacredness is strongly prevalent in Marcel's thought. For him, not only are beings
sacred, but also their way of thinking and perceiving things. It is holistic Sacredness.
Everything is spiritualized and connected with sacredness. As he firmly said:

"From the moment someone has a system, it seems to me he is concerned
with exploiting it and managing it. And these verbs which apply so well to
the material level lose something of their meaning, or at least their
meaning is distorted, on the spiritual level" (Marcel, 1985, p. 252).

Philosophy for Marcel was an uplifting of experience. He had the ability to surpass
and transcend everyday life's experiences, as illuminations, inexhaustible sources of
wisdom, by participating and reflecting on them. His philosophical views are
paradoxical, dialogically open-ended, transcended, integrated between two poles, the
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philosophy of wholeness. Through recollection, he tried to integrate the split between
the mind and body and bring it together. In recollection, the split between the body
and mind become one. According to Marcel, "it is evident that there exists a mystery
of the union of the body and the soul" (Marcel, 1995, p. 19), only in recollection can
there be a unity of body and mind. The nature of the person despairs if not recollected,
the dichotomy of body and mind dissolve through reflection or recollection. "I am
convinced, for my part, ... no apprehension of ontological mystery in whatever
degree-is possible except to a being who is capable of recollecting himself.... I recollect myself as a unity" (Marcel, 1995, p. 23). For him, the human-being is sacred in
its wholeness, incarnate being, soul embedded body, not in dissolution.

2.2 The Mystery of Being

There are many aspects to Marcel's "Mystery" of "Being," such as
'Incarnation' (a mystery of union, the indivisible unity of the body and the soul), the
mystery of 'hope', 'death', 'love', 'faith', 'presence', 'creative fidelity', 'evil',
'intersubjectivity' and 'ontological exigency'. My focus will be on Marcel's Mystery
of "Being" on "Ontological Exigency."

Through reflecting on the ontological

exigency of "Being", one is already participating in the Mystery of Being. Through
participating in the Mystery of "Being," by reflecting on its exigency, one moves
towards the source of the sacred, the Mystery of Being. These concepts will be
explained in detail in this chapter.
The "Mystery" for Marcel cannot be equated with the unknown or the
unknowable. Mystery is knowable, but not without effort. Hazelton wrote in Marcel
on Mystery, "The mark of mystery is therefore not stark hiddeness or darkness but
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disclosure ... for it is that of light" (Hazelton, 1958, p. 158). Mystery is much grander
than one can express. "Mystery .. .is something which cannot be reduced to detail"
(Marcel, 1949, p. 101). Marcel used to portray the mystery through drama and music.
In striving to reveal the mystery one is faced with paradoxes and contradictions.

Mystery is wonderful and awesome; it is not a problem to be solved. Mystery strives
to go beyond the ordinary ways of seeing things. According to Marcel, "A mystery is
something in which I am included and to which I have to make my personal,
existential response" (Hazelton, 1958, p. 159). Hazelton quoted from one of Marcel's
drama

(L'Iconoclaste)

character

says:

"Without

mystery,

life

would

be-

unbreatheable" (Hazelton, 1958, p. 159).
Marcel defines being as 'to be' is 'to be with'; 'being' is 'being with'. It is a
collective aspect of being. Marcel define 'transcendental ego' as in the following
phrase: "I concern myself with being only in so far as I have a more or less distinct
consciousness of the underlying unity which ties me to other beings of whose reality I
already have a preliminary notion" (Marcel, 200 lb, p. 17). The concept of being as,
an inexhaustible sacred entity, is within an inter-subjective nexus, interrelatedness
with other beings is crucial in Marcel's philosophy.
Another aspect of being is "Homo Viator", towards the sacredness of being.
He thinks 'being' is not a finished complete final product and it cannot be defined and
fixed in one place. Being as a mystery is much more than one can say about it. If
being is "homo Viator", it makes one wonder who is leading on the path to become
greater than one 's self? Is one completely free to become oneself? Yes and no. Yes,
there are many aspects of one's life that depend on one's free choices. No, there are
some aspects that are not in one's choice. Who is leading one's life? According to
Marcel, one is in charge of one's life. One has autonomy over one's life, but
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simultaneously there is a supreme power beyond us who is continuously taking care.
The Supreme Being is there just to protect and help us when we are in need, but not to
control or manipulate us. Freedom is a gift from God to humanity. If there are no
exact rules and regulations for everyone to follow, how will one sees one's way?
Marcel says, there is no other way than through oneself and others.
Since it is a mystery, the way to being is not that simple or clearly accessable,
rather it demands effort. Effort means a sense of awareness and reflection,
recollecting in silence with a serene mind. Recollection or contemplation is an
opening of the self towards transcendent being. Those who begin to see one's unique
individual self are similar to one who sees 'light'. They became light for others as
well. Marcel claimed the most universal characteristic of human existence is light.
Persons are the light of the world. He says: ''The expression at the beginning of the
Gospel according to St. John; 'That was the true Light, which lighted every man that
cometh into the world' . . . man is not man except in so far as that Light lights him"
(Marcel, 2008, p. 197).
For Marcel, being human or having existence is not a problem, but a mystery.
In other words, existence is a mystery in which to participate from a subject mode, not

a problem to be solved. Mystery is in which to be in awe, to comprehend, not a
problem to objectify and analyze. His philosophy is transcendental, an uplifting of the
human person towards the sacred mystery of being. Marcel was thinking about drama
a great deal before he knew or suspected what philosophy was. Music brings a unity
between his drama and philosophy. He claimed that music has priority and is truly at
the deepest level (Marcel, 1973, p. 231). He finds variety, unity and harmony in
music.
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Since 'being' is in a process of becoming, here comes the significance of the
individual unique self on the scene. Each individual is in the process of becoming, no
one is exactly the same as the other. The value is in the differences. The differences
are not the separation. All are united in diversity, the more the variety, richer the
nature of the being. Each individual ought to strive towards one's own destiny, and it
is a mystery. These paradoxes that are not easy to put into clear cut statements, form
mystery. The concept of being as, an inexhaustible sacred entity, is within an intersubjective nexus, which is the source of his philosophy. Thus, interrelatedness with
other beings is crucial in Marcel's philosophy. The mystery of being cannot be fully
grasped by the language of words; therefore, paradoxes and antinomy arises in
attempting to identify it by using the limited words in languages. The mystery lies
beyond the words spoken in every language. Notions such as:
(a) Individual unique self and collectively,
(b) Towards others through oneself, or toward self through others, and
(c) From freewill towards responsibility cannot be fully articulated with
words.
Our source is Being, and we all are striving towards Being our original divine
nature. Our divine images are distorted by our sin as ignorance. One ought to strive
towards Being as one's true nature. This is the fundamental conviction that Marcel
aims to convey. One is striving toward the wisdom of God through attending and
listening to the spirit's innermost movement in each one's self and in another's being.
He believed in the interconnectedness and interrelatedness and interaction of beings
towards harmony. His belief encompassed the individual personal experience and he
strives to find meaning and the light through it. Marcel believed that one's innermost
movement is the 'Spirit of God' revealing his true nature through one's physical
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sensations and feelings; awareness through reflecting on one's innermost feelings and
sensations. Thus, Marcel's secondary reflection on the ontological exigency
developed.
Marcel's Mystery of Being is the mystery that one cannot fix; it is open ended,
possibility, hope inexhaustible and undetermined. There are endless possibilities for
being a human-being. Human-beings are filled with power and the ability to go
beyond the limitations. Marcel is against the dogmas that are fixed and traditionally
handed down mores. It is a call to move towards the unknown, unfamiliar, the search
in the journey towards newness. It takes courage to take a risk to go on an unfamiliar
journey. There are no fixed rules and regulations to follow. Though it is exciting to
discover new things about one, it is also frightening, with anxiety, because it is
unknown. It is exciting because it is one's free choice and will to create oneself. It is
through our decision and choices that one becomes. There is some space for one to
make choices in determine one's life. At least one's life is in one's control even
though limited, it is just a part of the whole life. One has certain amount of freedom in
leading one's own life. Life is not pre-determined, and one is not helpless.
Mystery for Marcel is something through which one participates m or
experiences by one's self. Mystery cannot be objectified, or manipulated, and it can
be understood only through participation. Thus striving towards the wisdom and
goodness of divine nature is the final destiny of the human being. It is a balance
between the inward journey towards deeper innermost self as well as outward towards
other beings. Marcel is aiming towards a description of wholeness of being (self),
with beings (others) towards Ultimate Being (God) by participating in the mystery of
being without denaturing it.
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The human being is co-creator of himself or herself by participating in the act
of creating and by participating in the mystery of being. One is living in the world in
two aspects, individual as well as communal (part of society). Likewise, each one
owns a physical body and psychic mind. The integrity between duality and dichotomy
and towards wholeness is the mystery of Marcel's being. A relationship imbued by
faith, hope and love, within one's body and mind, as well as with other beings, and
with the external world, is crucial in one's life. Marcel tried to thrive within the
mystery of being through faith, hope and love in Ultimate Reality with creative
fidelity. Marcel strives to understand and go beyond the stress and anxiety, despair,
misery and tragedy of being in life. Marcel thinks anxiety and stress come from a
contingent life, since nothing is controllable and predictable. To get rid of anxiety,
humans try to objectify everything, including human being, in order to control,
analyze and manipulate as much as they can. Once it is objectified and manipulated,
'being,' the sense of sacredness is degraded. According to Marcel, because human
beings have lost the sense of sacredness, they lost the sense of reverence to sacred
reality, by trying to objectify and analyze everything. Marcel's " ... being is what
withstands-or what would withstand-an exhaustive analysis bearing on the data of
experience and aiming to reduce them step by step to elements increasingly devoid of
intrinsic or significant value" (Marcel, 1995, p. 14 ).
Nothing is sacred and secret, if everything can be objectified, grasped and
revealed openly. There is no sense of mystery or sacredness. Man's intent is to imitate
God, by trying to control and manipulate everything. There is no more faith in
ultimate reality; wipe away God and man imitates God, pretends as God and thinks
that everything is possible without God. Marcel tried to bring back the sense of
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reverence in Ultimate Reality (God) and wants to sanctify human being towards its
own dignity as a sacred being towards Being.
Marcel's philosophy helps to integrate the dichotomy optimistically into
oneness. Being cannot be described or understood in idealistic and scientific terms.
Through the power of music and drama, he philosophizes and explores his mystery of
being in participating in it from the subjective mode. Marcel ascribes problem and
mystery as follows: problem is objective, without the person involved, and mystery is
something that is thinkable only as a sphere where the distinction between what is in
the self and what is before the self loses its significance and its initial validity.
Mysteries do not admit of solutions; rather, they lead to deeper reflection on the
nature of existence. Marcel defined a mystery as a problem which encroaches on its
own immanent conditions of possibility (Marcel, 2002, p.69).

Gene Reeves, in

Marcel's idea of Mystery, wrote:
"A Problem is something before us blocking our way, something that, in
principle at least, can be solved by objective, detached, factual
knowledge. A mystery by contrast, is something in which we are
personally engaged, where the distinction between 'before us' and 'in us'
loses meaning. A mystery is something that cannot be solved; it can only
be participated in" (Reeves, 1991, p. 250).

Where problems call for solution, mysteries call for deepening acknowledgment and
reflection. Thus the end is illumination, not acquisition. He said, "The truth is that
humanity is only truly human when it is upheld by the incorruptible foundations of
consecration-without such foundation it decomposes and dies" (Marcel, 1978 .p. 96).
The investigation starts from notions and is rooted in lived experience. The
main region of Marcel's continuing inquiry has rather been the comprehensive field of
human experience; its human quality is its constant focus. He made an effort to
recuperate and sanctify the dignity of individuals towards the divine nature of human
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existence through inter-subjectivity, communion, and participation in exigency by
secondary reflection.
Today, modem society is overwhelmed with advanced science and technology
which can be controlled and predicted. People are often treated as objects that can be
controlled and predicted. Everything can be broken down into small pieces to be
analyzed and separated, where there is no place for unity and wholeness, for reflection
on mystery. Instead, everyone becomes a problem to be solved and controlled to
predict. There is no freedom, responsibility and creativity for the individual self. The
mystery of being has lost its place in the advance of technology. Though Marcel was
not against developing science and technology, his concern was that the human spirit
would be objectified and subsequently degraded, thereby reducing the human
experience to an objective condition.

2.3. The Mystery of Embodiment as Incarnate Being

He reflects deeply on immediate human experiences, through participating in
it. He reflects, participates in his exigencies, attending to bodily feelings, sensations,
thinking, intuition and interpretation. I shall explore his reflections in the following.
For Marcel, as incarnate being, the body is sacred and respectable not merely for
man's rationality, but for his capacity for the sacred and it is a mediator between the
self and the world, self and other beings towards Being.
As a free existential and incarnate being one has to be responsible to give
meaning for one's own life and in making a decision with choices. These choices are
made according to one's values that intertwine with one's sensations and feelings
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revealed through ontological exigencies and reflecting on exigencies, with creative
fidelity.
The centrality of human embodiment was Marcel's unique discovery.
Incarnate being is his existential indubitable beings. The body is the touchstone of
existence. Though some thinkers separate the mind and the body, Marcel tried not to.
He even tried to break down the dualism between body and mind as he seldom
separated the physical bodily sensation and feelings of the mind. Body is the
revelation of the mind. How one feels whether positive or negative, is revealed in
one's body. Generally, positive feelings reveal wellbeing of the body as well as
negative feelings give birth to or appeals or appeared as sickness, illness and diseases.
Positive thinking of optimism create a positive feelings, likewise, negative thoughts of
pessimism create negative feelings. Feelings are chemicals themselves, and the body
regulates with the chemicals according to one's thinking. Thus one can conclude that
somehow one's body is determined by one's mind, by one's own free will and
choices. In other words, through the mind, one has a certain amount of control over
the body. Mind influences the body. One's body reveals one's mind as the body is the
mirror of the mind. One's body naturally always revealed the truth about oneself. One
cannot deny the truth, the reality to the body. The body reveals a light of wisdom thus,
a mystery of sacredness for him. Each and every cell of our human body contains
wisdom, somehow revealing to us the mystery of being embodied. Marcel contended
that the body, itself, has character, a contention, in itself that is mysterious (Marcel,
2001a, p.92).
One's mind is also controlled and influenced by one's way of thinking and
interpreting events and situations. One's thought is influenced by one's experiences or
situation in life. Whatever the experiences may be, one's feelings depend on one's
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interpretation of the experiences. One's way of seeing things, finding meaning and
values will affect one's feelings. Feelings have influence on one's way of thinking
and one's way of thinking has influence on one's feeling as well. Watching over one's
mind, feelings, interpreting and finding meaning will shape one's life.
To be aware of what the body is revealing, the reality about oneself is crucial,
and to be faithful to the reality of oneself is the most significant point in Marcel's
ontology. Like phenomenology, one has to allow the body to reveal oneself, not just
manipulating, controlling and imposing upon it. To be aware of, or listen to one's
body needs silence, serenity to reflect, to be recollected. Then, only one is able to
grasp the feelings, the exigencies that the body is revealing. One watchful mind has to
be always in the present, not wondering around or inquisitive, criticizing or intruding
into another's concern. Otherwise one is unaware of what is not easily seen. Only in
deep reflection is this opaqueness revealed.
"Incarnation- the central 'given' of metaphysics. Incarnation is the situation of
a being who appears to himself to be, as it were, bound to a body. This 'given' is
opaque to itself: opposition to the cogito" (Marcel, 1949, p. 11). If this 'given' is
opaque, how can one know the self? How can one be in touch with the body?
Through our bodily sensations and feelings one can be in touch with the body. The
body might reveal itself through feelings and sensations; here our focus will be on
unpleasant sensations that are bothering us. Marcel called it the "metaphysical
disquiet", unease as exigency. Marcel brings here ontological exigencies and
reflections on ontological exigencies.
The body is an essentially mysterious type of reality. The body speaks through
sensations and feelings, but without reflection, the datum is not transparent to itself; it
demands efforts to discover it through fidelity to the reality of feelings. The point is
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that one ought to be present to one's existence. In other words, one ought to be aware
of one's own existence. As Marcel claimed, "Existence and the exclamatory
awareness of existence cannot be separated" (Marcel, 2001a, p. 91).
Through thinking, the mind interprets sensations. Thought is active and
constructive; sensation is passive, mere receptivity. In order to listen to the sensations,
one needs to be open to the subjective mode. The feelings came first before thinking
as interpreting. The thinking takes part in apprehending the feeling. The act of
apprehending the feeling can take place only in the subjective mode. According to
Marcel, existing or participating in the self is the sacred reality. Therefore, reflection
itself is the sacred reality. "Of a certain sacred reality in the self cannot be separate
from an apprehension of the self in its subjectivity" (Marcel, 2001a, p. 87).
The human body is the most unfathomable depths of reality, without the body
life seems quite impossible to communicate with one's own self, the world and other
beings. One finds values and meaning through the mind, the thinking subject, but not
without the information received from the bodily sensations. Through its body and
sensations, being is related to the world, other co-existing beings, and its own self. For
Marcel the body is not a mere possession and object. For him one cannot say, "I have
my body" or "I am my body." If one says, "I have my body," the body becomes a
mere possession. It is inexhaustible, much more than "I am my body."

The body is

an intricate system of hidden potentialities and relations-hidden only to the extent that
they are not immediately evident to reflective thought, for they are recognized at the
level of feeling. Straus & Machado said in Gabriel Marcel's notion of incarnate

being, "Only by a persistent and faithful effort of reflection can feeling bring an
awareness of its own hidden intent" (Straus & Machado, 1991, p. 123). The body is
not just a matter, an object to use, possess and analyze, but it is a subjective aspect to
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be lovingly present and reverently participate in its wonderful being. Marcel said,
"We have to bring in the idea of the body not as an object, but as a subject" (Marcel,
2001a p. 101). Marcel encourages relating within oneself intra-subjectively, and
within person to person inter-subjectively. Intra-subjectivity is subjective awareness
between one's body and mind through feelings and thinking. Inter-subjectivity is one
person participating in another person through a subjective mode. It is subject to
subject relatedness. It is internal relation, interrelatedness. It is an interaction within
person to person in the atmosphere of freedom without any manipulation and control.
As in intra-subjective relatedness there is cooperation or integration within the body
and mind, the same dynamic occurs in inter-subjective dialogue.
According to Marcel, in the intra-subjective mode one needs to be closely
intimate with oneself, (within one's body and mind) or present to oneself, otherwise
one cannot say this is my body. Marcel said: " ... My body is properly mine to the
degree to which I am able to control it" (Marcel, 2001a, p. 96). According to Marcel,
my relationship to my own body is a basic instance of participation: "It is my body.
This character, at once mysterious and intimate, of the bound between me and my
body" (Marcel, 1949, p. 10). ''The moment I treat my body as an object of scientific
knowledge, I banish myself to infinity." (Marcel, 1949, p. 12). Feelings enable the
body to engage and reveal its state of being. Bodily feelings and sensations reveal
something about the being and help ensure that it is carefully and reverently attended
to. According to William Earnest Hockings, "The Meaning of God in Human

Experience," "All positive feelings reach their terminus in knowledge (Marcel, 2001b,
p 41 ). It is a revelation. Thus, the being treasures every experience in life and seeks
meaning in it through transcending it, as a mystery to wonder and awe. It is an
invitation to delve into the depth of being, which is a mystery, the mystery of being.
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2.4 The Ontological Exigency

As a singular, unique person, being in the world, surrounded by unknown
accumulated obscurities, creates anxiety and fear. One needs to have faith in
something beyond us, such as a transcendent Being or Ultimate Reality. To have faith
and optimistic trust in God's providential Agape love helps to lessen anxiety and fear.
Without faith in Transcendent Reality, life is frightening in itself. Even with faith in
the transcendent reality, life is not without obstacles and hardships. If one does not
learn how to cope and transcend the experiences of human life, with creative fidelity,
life might seem to be tragic and full of despair. Unpredictable death, pain and
suffering can occur anytime during one's life. There are times that individuals may
feel lost, confused and depressed. There is no such exact guide that applies to every
situation. Where should one tum to? Marcel pointed out that it is Ultimate Reality, the
Supreme Being to whom we can tum. This Supreme Being remains close to each
individual. Where can we find this Thou? It is in our deepest self. How can one know
it is the Thou? We can sense the Thou in faith, by ingathering in reflection,
mysteriously, .and with creative fidelity. How can we hear and converse with the
Thou? Through ontological exigency, one can participate in the mystery of being, as a
co-creator with Being. There is wisdom in the mystery of being. There is a call for
transcendence. That is ontological exigency. According to Marcel, ontological
exigency is an impulse to transcendence that is present in all authentic human life, the
exigency to penetrate to a level of experience saturated with meaning and value. It is
an interior urge which can be interpreted as an appeal: there is a demand for; there
would be a demand for, the existence of being. It is "A call from my innermost being,
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not directed outwards but inwards. This may be a call to create, and it means to create
something higher than one's self' (Marcel, 2002 p. ix). It is an intrinsic sense of
direction, (quite distinct from goals) by participating in being, the mystery. Being is
utterly unintelligible apart from a participation in being with all one's heart, soul and
mind.
How can one distinguish Marcel's ontological exigency from the other
exigencies such as usual ordinary daily anxieties? According to Marcel, existentialists
do not often follow the appropriate dogmas. They are more concerned in concrete
immediate experiences of the person, individual conscience and ontological
exigencies. They are the ones who live in the present, in the reality of the situation
and live life through their individual values and meaning, and are fully responsible for
their life. They are not the ones who blame others when things go wrong. They will
make choices and decisions and will take responsibility for the consequences. They
are not afraid to take risks and are creative according to their inner voices and
intuitions. They are the brave ones, the maker of their lives, and they strive to live life
to its fullest. They are followers as well as leaders themselves. They create themselves
through choices regarding their values and meanings. These are they, who do not just
blindly follow the inappropriate, pre-established rules and regulations; they participate
in every life experience. Their way of life is not one of slumbering and unconsciously
following others. They are in charge of life and are alert, with sharp awareness, in a
deeper sense of recollection, with critical reflection on the adverse "assumption" with
concrete approaches with fidelity. Ontological Exigency of Marcel is not a simple
desire or vague aspiration. It is a light shining towards being. Marcel used many
different kinds of words to convey the meaning of 'ontological exigency', such as,
"appeal", inner-voice, and "deep-rooted interior urges", "metaphysical unease,"
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"dissatisfaction" "yearning for sanctity" " urgent inner need ... a need for
transcendence"" a vocation or a call to fulfil" (Marcel, 2001b, p. 37).
Marcel's 'ontological exigency' reveals his belief, conviction and attitude
towards human beings, ultimate Being, life and the world. Marcel has a deep trust in
God's love and divine providence. He believes in the co-existence, unity and oneness
of every living and non living being or thing. He also relies on the interrelatedness,
interconnectedness and interaction of everything in the world. He trusts in harmony
not chaos. He depends on hope not despair, transcendence not the ordinary range.
Fundamentally, it is trust in the friendly atmosphere of the whole universe.
According to Marcel, a person's innate nature is sacredness, thus "Ontology
itself is nothing if not a return to sources and even to the sacred" (Marcel, 1973, p.
119). Also Paul Ricoeur said, "The ontological exigence designates the recovery of a
forgotten foundation" (Marcel, 1973, p. 226). Webster's dictionary (Twentieth
century.) described ontology as "the branch of metaphysics dealing with the nature of
being or reality. The science of ontology comprehends investigations of every real
existence either beyond the sphere of the present world or in any other way incapable
of being the direct object of consciousness, which can be deduced immediately from
the possession of certain feelings or principles and faculties of the human soul."
Webster's Dictionary (Twentieth Century) describes Exigency as "necessity, need, to
drive forth, to extract. The condition or quality of being exigent: urgency:
comparative need or want, A situation which demands immediate action, supply or
remedy, Pressing needs: demands: requirements".
Ontological Exigency appears through feelings or sensations, which are not in
a sense positive, but revealing something about being. Marcel explained its meaning
through the example of the unwell or ill person. The unwell person will be lying
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down, he will change his positions many times, try to get into a more comfortable and
easy position until he feel ease within himself. Likewise, ontological exigency is like
something bothering us continuously until one becomes aware of and pays attention to
it and does something about the betterment for it. The paradox of ontological
exigency is though it appeals not in a positive sense it leads to a positive effect on
one's life.
Though the Ontological Exigency of Marcel is something continuously
bothering us, he took it optimistically, by believing in the concept that the God of love
creates us in his image and likeness. Positively he took Ontological Exigency as an
appeal to transform, "a return to the sacred sources" (Marcel, 1973, p. 119).
"Yearning for sanctity" "a need for transcendence" "a vocation or a call to fulfill"
(Marcel, 2001 b, p. 37).
According to Marcel, his fundamental belief in creator God's Agape love and
trust in divine providence has made Marcel optimistic in hope, secure and in peace
with life. As a consequence of his perception, creation as the image and likeness of
God, the body is taken as a sacred incarnate being and whatever is revealed through
this bodily sensation and feeling to which he listens carefully, optimistically is
revelation. He attends to the exigency, the feelings reverently, and participates in
them. He called it Reflection; there is primary and secondary reflection. Primary
reflection is objective analysis. Secondary reflection is a kind of struggling to express
the meaning of the "inner demand" by participating in it subjectively. Exigency for
him is not a problem to solve, but a mystery to participate in and to be awed to
understand and be in the presence of the mystery of being. Exigency is paving a way
towards the mystery of being. It is a gift, a blessing to be grateful for, not a problem
that disturbs. Since his very attitude toward exigency (the metaphysical disquiet)
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transforms the way he participates in it, it also up lifts us accordingly. Every
experience becomes the way to sacredness, nothing is profane.
According to Marcel, 'Ontological Exigency' is " ... a cry from us towards the
creative principle, and that demand by it on us, which each must answer in his own
way ... " (Marcel, 2008, p. 18). The individual's responsibility is to understand, give
light and search for meaning to one's own unique experiences. Thus the role of the
individual is crucial in this sense. All the readymade general solutions and answers for
the problem became questionable. Readymade general solutions and answers are not
always appropriate for particular issues in different situations and time. There is no
such thing as fixed for Marcel, as he prefers the concept of Homo Viator, a traveller;
he prefers to keep on asking questions rather than providing solid and fixed
readymade answers. Though there are general rules and regulations handed down by
the traditions, the generalities of the rules do not always fit the unique situations that
individuals experience. Nowadays, "People are less and less satisfied with the readymade answers which it seems they once accepted without question" (Marcel, 1973, p.
10). There is no such exact guide that applies to every situation. Being in the world,
one has to follow certain traditionally handed down rules, norms, and regulations.
Sometimes they are not exactly appropriate to current issues; there is a call to create
new ways in responding to current demands. Likewise there are individual unique
needs to particular solutions, which cannot be standardized by general traditional
ways. As well, abstractions are not always applicable for concrete issues. Marcel
named this the 'spirit of abstraction' and he battled against it. Spirit of Abstraction
"cannot be separated from a certain lack of love ... the inability to treat a human being
as a human being, and for this human being the substituting of a certain idea, a certain
abstract designation" (Marcel, 1963, p. 123)
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He said that he grasped the truth that it is impossible to build true peace on
abstractions (Marcel, 2008, p. 3). One has to be creative with free will, in reflection,
not always looking for the readymade answers and solutions borrowed from preexisting doctrine. It is not always appropriate to be confined by universality in
thinking on individual personal issues. "One could exercise one's creative faculty by
inventing an identity of one's own choice" (Marcel, 2002, p. 84). Individual concrete
experience cannot be generalized as abstract. It is not appropriate to level experience
down to abstract forms.
Ontological Exigencies are the bodily sensations and feelings which bother us
continuously. They have both positive and negative aspects. The positive ones are
happy, joyful, satisfied, feeling of love, ecstasy, etc; the negative ones are depressed,
despaired, full of guilt, hatred, anxiety, stress, etc. The ontological exigencies come in
no positive but mostly in negative form which bother us (metaphysical disquietness).
One ought to pay attention and look closer to every uneasy feeling and emotion.
Feelings either positive or negative are still in oneself. One cannot deny that they are
still in us. However the feelings reveal themselves to us, whether good or bad, one
cannot deny their existence and their reality. One ought to face them, accept them and
do something about them. This is much healthier and helpful than denying or
bypassing our reality. There is more negative than positive effect in denying the
reality of the feelings. Repressed feelings or suppressed feeling might come through
another route or as bodily sensations or embodied as a growth or tumour. Feelings can
be accessed by reflection. Physical illness and psychic feelings are somehow
connected and interact. One may ignore or try not to understand what the 'being' is
trying to reveal through the feelings. However, it will expand to the physical
sensations such as through illness.
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One can be in touch with ontological exigencies through awareness, paying
close attention to our feelings, bodily sensations and experiences in life. Experiences
form one's life accordingly. Marcel gave great importance to one's experiences in
life. He tried to embrace every good or unpleasant experience in life as a gift from
God. Even in the unpleasant ones, he tried to see or go beyond the surface suffering,
and to find meaning in every event that took place in life. He reconciled with every
situation optimistically. With fidelity to the mystery of being Marcel interpreted the
experiences, feelings and sensations. Marcel's friend, Henry Bugbee, introduced ten
years ago the notion of experiential thinking as opposed to empirical thinking.
Because it is in Marcel's way of appreciating experience, a real transformation in
thinking takes place in experiential thinking and fidelity, and plays a pivotal role in
Marcel's thinking (Marcel, 1985, p. 229).
Marcel's way of thinking is phenomenological. It avoids manipulation or
control and lets the feelings, sensations and experiences reveal themselves. It is facing
reality as it is. He recollected by centring his attention on the reality of being, and
allows the experiences to reveal themselves; thus he is reflecting. He tries to grasp
the meaning and to understand it. Recollection is "the act whereby I recollect myself
as a unity" (Marcel, 1949, p. 18). Experiences are reflected on, and the reflector
becomes aware of the exigency whenever it appears to them. Recollected individuals
live by a reflective conscious mind. Their minds are centred, not scattered around in
chaos, while simultaneously not ignoring others. They put into their account and
reflect on other exigencies in a holistic manner. They creatively and faithfully find the
most appropriate way for the best outcome. They do not just come into the world for
the sake of dying, they make life meaningful, and they bring out the best from their
lives and others' as well. They distinguish between 'ontological exigency' and
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ordinary anxiety. As Marcel says, "one shall become aware of an anxiety which
appears, upon reflection, to extend infinitely beyond this circumstances themselves,
for it possesses a permanent nature, in that it is not bound to this or that present"
(Marcel, 1963, p. 17). This exigency has to be permanent in nature, not just a passing
experience. One needs to be closely intimate with one's body and senses, and to
develop inner serenity for the reflective mind to be consciously aware of one's soft,
gentle, inner voices.
In meditative recollected contemplation, the individual is able to connect

more closely with his or her senses. Connoisseurs, for example, who have deep
knowledge and keen discrimination in some fields, especially in the fine arts or in
matters of taste, will be able to hear and attuned themselves. This is one's
involvement in the mystery of being. Because it is mystery, there are no fixed rules
and clear cut answers. Once the individual connects with the reality of exigency in
understanding oneself, in the mystery of being, he or she has taken a step in initiating
the active undertaking. One's involvement in being is mysterious; it is a kind of
becoming beyond oneself. According to Marcel, the real is always more than one can
say.
Does one need to undertake an endeavour according to ontological exigency?
One is free to act or not to act according to ontological exigency. What are the
consequences of denying or choosing one's ontological exigency? Given the strong
belief that individuals develop as unique persons and not simply from universal
traditions and expectations, the existentialist contention places strong value on
ontological exigencies. It is the superior life of the spirit, the guiding star for their
path ways. According to our choice, the spirit can be strengthened and maintained or
paralyzed. Marcel claimed:
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"Metaphysical disquiet- It seems to me that a metaphysical system is
nothing if it is not the set by which a disquiet is defined and succeeds
partially-as well as mysteriously-if not in abolishing, at least in
transposing or transmuting, itself into an expression of self that, so far
from paralyzing the superior life of the spirit, on the contrary,
strengthens and maintains it" (Marcel, 1963, p. 15).

It is our freedom to choose in order to live according to our exigencies. It is a matter

of fidelity to one's being any way one is graced with the ability to be willingly and
truly oneself. If one has no courage to participate in the mystery of being, one has lost
touch with one's irreplaceable unique being. One does not have the freedom and
opportunity to live life to the fullest; in addition, the individual is not able to
contribute one's best to the world and to humanity. Marcel said, "Inner exigency
comprises specifications that correspond to the philosopher's own personality"
(Marcel, 1963, p. 12). One will hardly get in touch or be intimate with the true
individual self, and will be unable to develop one's true identity. If one appropriately
takes responsibility for what the ontological exigency means, one is faithful to one's
true self. That individual is in harmony and balance with the spirit of the self. Such
fidelity strengthens and maintains the superior life of the spirit which is healthy for
body, mind, soul and the spirit. If one does not initiate action according to ontological
exigencies, the superior life of the spirit will be paralyzed. One will lose his or her
inner stability and some conflict within oneself will be created. There is no prominent
self that will be responsible for the person to initiate or create. No creativity means
there is no quality of living life, just a dragging through the motions. It is paralyzing
to the spirit, until the self is annihilated.
In his drama, Marcel dealt with the themes of spiritual authenticity and in-

authenticity, fidelity and infidelity showing how closely a person can be in touch with
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his or her inner reality and true self. If one pays close careful attention to one's own
body, the body is incessantly speaking, appealing and revealing. In today's noisy
world the individual can hardly hear the inner gentle voices which are trying to attract
one's attention continuously. One simply ignores the sensation that is speaking
through one's own body which might lead to self-alienation and or end up in selfdestruction. Many physical illnesses come from the alienation of one's true self not in
contact with one's reality. When one does not know how to respond to the ontological
exigency experienced as metaphysical disquiet, deeply rooted interior urges or
metaphysical unease, prolonged anxiety or anxiousness will somehow affect
negatively on one's physical body as sickness. Most bodily illnesses come from this
depriving of ontological exigencies.

"What are we to understand by this disquiet? ... To be anxious is to be
unsure of one's center; it is to be in search of one's own balance. The
following is true in any case; if I am anxious about the health of someone
close to me my resulting apprehension really tends to destroy my inner
stability. . . . On the other hand, the anxiety I feel is all the more
metaphysical inasmuch as its object cannot be separate from me without I
myself being annihilated" (Marcel, 1963, p. 16).

Disquiet can involve one's whole life, the entire body, mind, spirit and soul and may
spread out to other beings, even to the universe. It affects not only the individual self,
but others as well. One is not only responsible for one's well being but also for one's
neighbours as well. According to Sartre, by choosing oneself, one is also choosing
others, the world. Thus to deal with one own disquiet, balance or quietness is crucial
for one's own spiritual and physical wellbeing, as well as that of the whole world.
Marcel learned how to be in touch with his inner most being from improvising
on the piano. His inner reality revealed itself as sound. One is able to face the
innermost sentiment by participating in the sound. Only within a free and flexible
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disposition and atmosphere is one enabled to be in touch with innermost reality.
Likewise, ontological exigency can be understood better and undertaken appropriately
in a free atmosphere. In reality it needs initiated effort, as modem beings have gone so
far from nature and the natural, the spontaneous. One is hardly in touch with one's
body, and one's individual unique self, and tends to listen to the traditionally handed
down norms and regulations, which is good but not all the time appropriate for one's
unique individual self. There might be more ways and means for the individual unique
self to search, to create. Generally, it is convenient to play or sing music that has been
composed by another through their sentiment. Truly, one needs the other, but what
about one's self, one's own sentiment? Self is at the back, just as a shadow is not
always good for the world, for humanity, and for the universe. It is not holistic. The
self is missing. No one can replace the individual, unique self whom one is, the only
one in the universe. Even within oneself, one does not realize to listen to oneself, one
eat what ought to eat, never listen to our body and senses and see what they need, one
never put into an account to oneself, just control and manipulate as one like.
Sometimes the body suffer from negligence of the mind, sometimes one can demand
and cruel to one's body without awareness. To be unity, harmony and peace within
oneself is crucial for the physical and mental wellbeing. How will one be in touch and
intimate within oneself? According to Marcel, by "attention." He said, "Reflection is
nothing other than attention; enter into his own depths, linked to living personal
experiences,

an

act

of adjustment,

"promoter

of life",

"ascendant"

and

"recuperatory... " (Marcel, 2001a, p.78).
Reflection is centred within one's mind, in a real and present situation. The
focus is on the reality of something, and it is the way to narrow down the gap that
develops from dualism when the mind and body, the thinking and the feeling, are not
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two separate phenomena. They became as one whole for a time being. It is the way of
participating in being. There is no separation, just unity and oneness that bring back
recovery. "Reflection is still a part of life that it is one of the ways in which life
manifests itself, or, more profoundly, that it is in a sense one of life's ways of rising
from one level to another" (Marcel

200la, p. 82). From primary to secondary

reflection, one is ascending into the inexhaustible mystery of being. Primary
reflection tends to dissolve the unity of experience, secondary reflection is essentially
recuperated; it reconquers that unity (Marcel, 2001a, p. 83). The end is illumination,
not acquisition. "That is not in any sense to grasp something; it is to be illuminated,
or rather to have a sudden access to some reality's revelation of itself to us" (Marcel,
200la, p. 53). It is active, with receptivity. Because it is sudden access, one needs
continuous ingathemess. "Ingatheredness is essentially a state in which one is drawing
nearer something, without abandoning anything, nearer to oneself' (Marcel, 200la, p.
129). Ordinary reflection is the reflection that is solely an act of thinking, is called,
"primary reflection" and the kind of reflection on reflection that negates itself and
passes over into faith is called "second reflection" (Reeves, 1991, p. 254). Secondary
reflection is, the reflection reborn from its own ashes, Marcel claimed. It is reborn as
faith rather than as thought, or perhaps more accurately, as faith that includes thought.
And this, it is strongly implied, is the "mode of thinking proper to philosophy"
(Marcel, 1952, p. x). Secondary reflection goes deeper into the experience and
transcends it. Primary reflection is experiencing the situation as it is. It can have
negative feelings such as: insecurity, anxiety, despair, pain, bitterness, anger or
positive such as: happy, satisfaction, excited or pride. Secondary reflection includes
something beyond, greater than oneself, and leading towards mystery. It is not toward
positive or negative feelings but uplifting spirit towards deeper self, clear and
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peaceful mind, and unity of wholeness. Secondary reflection "reflects upon reflection,
in order to bring to light that exigence which animates reflection" (Marcel, 2002, p.
viii). One can reflect on exigencies that are bothering us, by participating and
reflecting on it and be transformed.
To participate in the mystery of being Marcel used to say that he is not
watching the show, he is participating in it, he is not just a spectator, but is auditory,
involved in an auditory process. According to Marcel, participation in the mystery of
being is feeling that cannot be objectified, as it is the mode of participation and in
direct communion with reality. "Transcendental man is the inner man whose
experience lies outside the bounds of objectification" (Berdyaev, 1962, p. 19).
Transcendental man is man of subjective being with 'will' and 'feelings'.
Participation in the mystery of being takes place through the 'will' and 'feelings' of
being. Will and feelings are very powerful though they are intangible. Participation is
creative act, becoming actual by the will of being; it is one of the inexhaustible
powers of the mystery of being.

One can participate in the 'Mystery of Being'

through reflection on ontological exigency of being.
There are different kinds of participation, according to Marcel. One can
participate in. the place where one is not physically present. Another one is one can
participate in the suffering or joy of other. The last one is participating by
anticipating. It is passive as well as active; anticipate in participating in the mystery of
being. One is able to anticipate by the power of will and feeling. "Participation as
transcending positive knowledge appears as an anticipation of the insight" (Marcel,
1963, p. 26). While feeling is passive and is the mode of participating, thinking is
constructive and active. One can participate in the mystery of being by anticipating in
the way of interpretation. Medical science also proves it scientifically. One can
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anticipate by intention. Attention is also part of awareness. According to Deepak
Chopra, awareness has two components, intention and attention. Every intention is a
trigger for transformation. As soon as one decided that he wants something, one's
nervous system responds to reach his desired goal (Chopra, 1993, p. 103).
Thought is active and constructive; sensation is passive, mere receptivity. It is
the intimate relationship that exists between participation and the creative spirit.
"Participation can be considered now as active, now as passive, according to the point
of view at which we place ourselves" (Marcel, 200la, p. 117).

For example, if

someone is suffering from a far distance, one can participate in his suffering passively
and simultaneously can encourage him actively. By the power of participation one can
be everywhere with everyone. It is transcendental.
Participation is essentially cognitive and a movement or struggle to grasp its
own hidden intent; but simultaneously, it is still the unique, distinct being.
Participation includes otherness within oneself or perhaps better, allows oneself to be
taken up into otherness without losing one's own identity, gaining precisely that
identity through this donation to otherness. "Participation is the immediate
communion between real, determinate, distinct beings, who yet retain their
distinctness and determinateness" (Cain, 1979, p. 23). One participates in one's own
body and through it in the material world to participation in the life of others in
family, friendship and community, to participation in God through faith, hope and
love developed in and through community with others.
Participation involves self-consecration to something beyond oneself a
"creative fidelity" to being. In becoming ourselves we go beyond ourselves. Thus a
person is not a completed entity, but a will, an inspiration to transcend present
existence. It "participates in the inexhaustible plenitude of being from which it
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emanates" (Cain, 1979, p. 11), that is, in a supra-personal reality as its origin and end.
The next chapter will include a reading of Marcel and other thinkers.
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Chapter III
MARCEL, SARTRE AND THE OTHER THINKERS

This chapter will explore the writings of other scholars who, in their own
ways, reflect similarity to Marcel's thought on the mystery of being. Firstly, (3.1) will
explore the concepts key to understanding Marcel's "self', "other" and "Ultimate,"
by going deeper into Individual self and the collectivity, the relatedness between self,
other and God, as well as "oneness whole." Individual unique self is the sacred aspect
of being towards transcendental Being.

Freedom and freewill is significant for

developing the self and the individual uniqueness of the other. In addition, the
sacredness of individual uniqueness is equally significant to understand the sacredness
of intersubjective communion for the oneness whole. It explores into the significant
value between subjective and objective aspects of being in intersubjective communion
towards oneness whole.
Scholars whose thinking will be discussed include Jean-Paul Sartre, Nicholas
Berd yaev, Josiah Royce, Henry Bergson, Rilke and William Desmond. Sartre
supported Marcel in contrast; Sartre highlighted Marcel by going into another
direction. The other thinkers supported Marcel more directly. For example, Berdyaev
highlighted the image of God and freedom. Royce posited the coupling of better
Individual towards better community, and better community gives birth to a better
individual. On the other hand, Desmond places emphasis on equality and an
competency. In addition, Rilke's image of God challenges the individual to be
efficient in order to be an auxiliary of God's greatness. Secondly, (3.2) will delve into
Marcel's critique of Sartre's 'Existence' and 'Freedom.' The approach is to search for
the underlying unity in the deeper layers of proof to the concept of oneness whole.
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3.1. Being as the 'Person'

Since the persons (Self, Other, and Ultimate Self) are the mam issue of
Marcel's thought it will be better to go deeper into it by the support of the other
thinkers who emphasis on the deeper aspect of the person. Self, Other and Ultimate
Self are closely inter-related in the wholeness of the person. It seems that his concept
of a person have gradually evolved based upon the ideas of Josiah Royce (18551916), Henri Bergson (1859-1941) and Nicholas Berdyaev (1874-1948). In order to
relate with the other and with the Ultimate, one needs to build up the individual,
unique person, the self, who is impossible without the other. It is necessary to regard
oneself as well as other individuals as unique ones. Self developing is deterministic as
well as free. Deterministic here means one can hardly avoid the influences or
circumstances, situations and traditionally handed down values and mores. But there
is still space for free will with responsibility.
One can co-operate with free will and responsibility through faith and hope in
the Ultimate Reality. It is crucial to find one's own unique person and one's own
destiny, by searching in the creation of oneself. But, according to Royce's "Paradox
of Self-Realization," it is impossible without the other. An individual can build up an
identity only through others, with whom his or her identity is intertwined. People exist
as unique individual beings, not exactly equal in the sense of sameness. According to
Desmond, if all are equal and the same there is competency between persons
(Desmond, 1994, p. 136). Griffin Trotter's On Royce points out clearly that Royce's
theory of individuality confirms one's being; other beings and Absolute Being are
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one. Whatever one did to oneself is like doing to others and to the Absolute. Therein
lays the paradox that one is unique and simultaneously possesses oneness with others.
According to Marcel's belief as a Christian, human beings are created in the image
and likeness of God. One's true nature, innate essence or innermost self is Being, the
Ultimate, God. The more one become closer to one's unique innermost self, one is
closer to God, the Ultimate Being. One is able to find his or her innermost self
through his or her deepest feelings and ideas. One can become in touch with one's
innermost self through delving into his or her deeper self by listening oneself through
reflection.
Royce's "The Paradox of Self-Realization" clarifies that one needs others to
develop a unique self identity. Without others there is no possibility to reach oneself.
It implies the nexus between the self and the other. One is not totally separate from

the other.
"To find our own destiny is to discover a personal niche within a social
nexus. Without help or interference from others, solitary journeys of selfdiscovery are not possible. This confrontation between the principle of
autonomy and the social nature of the self is called the paradox of selfrealization" (Trotter, 2001, p.27).

Individual uniqueness is one of the sacred aspects of humankind. Though there
are many similarities and commonalities in human persons, there are also some
unique differences. People can be generalized and treated like material possessions in
the modem technological world rather than the irreplaceable unique beings.
Technology reigns in the modem world and provides a certain anonymity that is
antithetical to the singularity of existing. 'Technique' involves a set of directives that
can be used by all, and competency exists between persons if all are considered as
equal and same. As William Desmond put it clearly, "Thus technique can breed a
conformism, a certain standardization of the human being, an averaging, uniqueness
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and recalcitrant singularity are levelled down" (Desmond, 1994, p.136). When all are
equal and the same there is competency and the alienation of unique persons as
individuals and no freedom for creative fidelity. In today's world much emphasis is
placed upon unity which, sometimes can compromise the uniqueness of the
individual. Marcel said: "It is from this very unity and totality that it draws its sinister
new power of self-destruction" (Marcel, 200la, p. 23). In striving after a certain type
of unity, it has lost its real unity.
Royce's "Concrete Philosophy of the Individual" suggests that the personal
individual volitional response to Being, as Being is the full expression of what our
ideas mean and seek" (Trotter, 2001, p. 10). One finds one's unique self in Being, the
Ultimate Reality. Marcel cherished Royce's theory of individuality. From it, Marcel
developed the idea of the mystery of being, and it is appropriate to quote, Trotter On
Royce:

"According to Royce, human persons are individuals because we are
irreplaceable determinations of the Absolute will. The universe is like a
vast organism, with certain essential parts. We cannot survive without
a heart or brain. Likewise, the Absolute requires our individual
experience. The Absolute has a special place for each person in the
master scheme. Our fulfillments are part of its fulfillment. Our failures
and our suffering are also part of its experience" (Trotter, 2001, p. 20).

Royce believed that individuals are irreplaceable determinations of the Absolute will,
as they are unique. The person is precious because it possesses the Absolute will. The
will in the person is not only possessed by the person but by the Absolute. Thus the
Absolute and the person are inseparable; they are closely related. And, Trotter goes on
to say, "The universe is like the vast organism, with certain essential parts" (Trotter,
2001, p.20). If one is not loyal to one's task all the systems of the organism might be
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affected as well. To be faithful to one's task is the same as fidelity to oneself and the
other. Therefore the self and the other are not completely separated. We are
interrelated and interconnected at the uttermost level. In this sense, the individual
self, others and Absolute become inseparably related, as there is strong connection
between them. One cannot exist without the others. They are oneness, inseparable
wholeness. Therefore individual uniqueness strengthens the unity with others rather
than separates it. "The more we are able to know the individual being, the more we
shall be oriented, and as it were directed towards, a grasp of being as such" (Marcel,
2002, p. 148). The more one knows and is intimate with oneself, the better one is in
relating with the other and the Absolute. It is the concrete philosophy of the
individual. One's individual aspect is crucial for the person, because of the individual
volitional aspect. If one is alienated from oneself and not knowing one's ontological
exigencies, life is meaningless, without any creativity. Rilke also proposes the
individual aspect of being. Rilke's God is challenging each individual being. Rilke
said:
"And you must not think of him as above the multitude. He did not wish
for the multitude, it is by the multiplicity of individuals that he wished to
be carried. In the multitude each one is so small that he cannot put his
hand to God's edifice. But the individual who places himself opposite him
looks at him and is sure to reach him as high up as his shoulder. And he
has power over him. And he matters to God. And thence comes my best
courage in life: I have to be great in order to be the auxiliary of his
greatness, I must be simple so as not to throw him into confusion, and my
gravity should somewhere meet with his" (Marcel, 1951, p. 219).

Individuality can be more uniquely powerful, than collectively. One faces as
individual and intimate with God in individual form.
Others are not to be treated as object, but as subject, as they are 'thou'.
Relations with others ought to be inter-subjective. According to Marcel, if oq.e sees
others as an 'It', they, he or she, one is objectifying, instead, treating the other as
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'thou' is invoking the other. The other, in tum, makes me a real 'me', 'thou' and 'I'.
Cain pointed out clearly this inter-subjective relatedness when he said,
"When I think something or someone as it or he or they, I make detached,
objective judgments in which the other figures as the object of my thoughtpassive, supine, and not affecting me. I seek accurate, discriminating
knowledge about it. I handle it in my mind-via terms, concepts, and
judgments-but it has essentially nothing to do with me. It has an
independent existence and attributes apart from me and my thought of it.
On the other hand, when I think or address other beings as thou, I am
wholly involved and affected in a relation that requires the witness and
response of the other. Here the other is not the object of my thought, or
admitted only as an item in my mind, but is my partner in being-real
'twoness' is necessarily present here. And only as the other is truly thou
for me, do I truly become I for myself, for the thou discovers me to myself.
I am truly I only over against a thou for whom I also am a thou" (Cain,
1979, Pp. 35-36).

Inter-subjective relatedness is a subject to subject relationship. Each one is a
participation in each being. There is an internal relation (interrelatedness) which
interaction took place between or within person to person (being towards being).
Others are the mirror of me, and how I treat others depends on how I treat my own
self, and vice versa. I can become thou only if I treat others as thou, likewise others
can become thou only if I treat myself as thou. Thus I ought to choose the best as
much as I can since it is not only for oneself, but for the whole humanity. This
concept is analogous with Sartre when he said freedom is responsibility, According to
Stephen Priest, Sartre claims in the Existentialism and Humanism lecture that "there is
no determinism; we are free, we are freedom, we are condemned to be free" (Priest,
2001, p. 177). One is choosing the whole humanity when one is making a decision for
oneself. For Sartre, freedom is a burden because it is a responsibility for the whole
humanity.
Another aspect of the 'I-thou' relation is that it is never reduces the beloved to
possible common categories (Cain, 1979, p.36), for the person is not a completed
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entity, but a will, an aspiration to transcend presence existence. Becoming a person
"participates in the inexhaustible plentitude of being from which it emanates," (Cain,
1979, p. 81).
Proper self love is the starting point for loving another person. To love one's
self is crucial for a matured personality. One can hardly develop a healthy relationship
with others unless one has developed a healthy appreciation of oneself. It is far more
difficult to reach Ultimate Reality or the Supreme Being without self-love and love of
others. Divisions, such as the body as object and the mind as subject, sometimes exist
even within an individual. If the body and mind are not friendly and co-operating in
balance, there is alienation, no peace, which leads to conflict within oneself.
Sometimes it is revealed as physical or mental illness. The body and mind have to be
closely related, connected and coexisting reciprocally, by means of a conscious
interplay with one another. The mind need not judge harshly, but listens to the body in
making decisions, not to rush it or create unrealistic expectations on the body.
When individuals habitually perform tasks without consciously participating in
them it creates a disconnection between the mind and the body. It is a less desirable
way to go through life because the mind and the body are not in synchrony. Marcel
discussed this. in detail when he outlined his philosophy of participation and intersubjectivity. Marcel stressed self-love and self-respect as the means by which the self
connects with the Divine. Only through reverence to a person with a body and mind,
can one achieve highest self-realization, moving towards Being as Being is the full
expression of what our ideas mean and seek.
"Self love is a charity toward oneself as potential being, as a seed or bud,
a possible point of contact with the spiritual or divine. True self-love is not
self-complacence or self-infatuation but a creative patience and lucidity
that strive to bring forth the highest self-realization" (Cain, 1979. p'. 82).
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It is the paradox that in order to love others one needs to love ones self. The more

intimate I am with myself the more I can connect with my neighbour. Doing well to
self is not far from doing well to others. By being kind and intimate to ones self the
individual is offering his or her best self to others. Truthfulness and fidelity to one's
self is similar to truthfulness and fidelity towards others, simultaneously one is
allowing the space of freedom for the other to be true and faithful to him or her self. If
I am doing well to myself, it means I am giving my best to humanity. In short, I am a
part of the whole, if the part is good, the whole is good, as well. If one is infected the
whole is contaminated.
One needs a certain amount of freewill and responsibility to become one
unique self. Regarding the freewill of the individual person towards responsibility,
some tend to believe that God, or something powerful beyond, is controlling
everything, and ones life is determined by that powerful one. There is no alternative
except to submit to the will of the power beyond us, human beings. In this way of
perception, there is no hope, no initiative to creativity. Fear, doubt, submission,
despair, anxiety and helplessness are the things that cling. But Berdyaev releases us
from this bondage, when he says,
"God is not power which displays itself in the world; He is in the world
incognito. It is in human freedom rather than in necessity or in the
coercion of man, or in causative determinism, that he reveals himself. God
determines nothing and governs nothing. The emanation of what is known
as the Grace of God is the freedom of man, God is Mystery, God is the
Truth of the world, and the Freedom of the world, and he is not the world
itself nor is he government within it. God is Love and Freedom"
(Berdyaev, 1962, p. 114).

Berdyaev expressed clearly that freedom is God's grace or gift for humanity; God is
not only love, but also freedom. From Berdyaev, Marcel developed his own ideas of
freedom and grace. Freedom for Marcel is essentially not liberty of choice. Freedom
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also need not be conceived as indetermination, or in terms of causality. For Marcel, a
theist, freedom and grace go together; freedom is free acts in the atmosphere of faith
in God's graces. The free act is what helps to make me what I am, "To say I am free
is to say I am I" (Marcel, 2001 b, p. 117). It seems that freedom means free to be one
unique self, free to be closer to Being, free to becoming greater than oneself, free to
move towards the leading ontological exigency.
One cannot rightly know who I am and who I shall be before one makes
choices in faith in God's grace: after the event, as having helped to make me what I
am, as the artist cannot know exactly what his work will be, before he creates it
(Marcel , 2001 b, p. 117). It depends on faith, hope and love in the Ultimate Reality.
Without faith and hope in God, life might be filled with more anxiety.
Sometimes an individual has to make decision between others and one's self,
and there are times that one doesn't clearly see the picture before it is complete. In
self searching and creating, one sees one's self, not as an end product, but as Homo
Viator. A person is a particular individual, somebody with a contingent character
(Marcel, 2001 a, p. 86). According to Marcel, one needs to reflect on reflection in
order to deepen one's knowledge of Oneself, Others and the Ultimate.
Marcel. suggested that internal dialogue allows the individual to be open to
others and to be ready to welcome whatever positive contribution the other can make,
even if this contribution is liable to modify the individual's original position. It is
difficult when individual's mind is fixed and closed to new ideas as in the case of
fanatics. Alienation occurs as soon as there is obsession or a fixed idea that disrupts
the connection. "Fanaticism is the born enemy of freedom. Not only does it kill
freedom in the man in which it dwells, but it has the further tendency to surround
itself with a depopulated zone, a no-man's-land" (Marcel, 2001b, p. 115). Fanaticism
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is having fixed and closed ended ideas and it is opposed to freedom, hope and
creativity.
According to Berdyaev, existence is a free act. Existence in its depth is
freedom. (Berdyaev, 1962, pp. 14, 15). If one is not free to be oneself, one does not
really exist. Though the easiest way to live life is following others, it is not worth
living. As a unique individual, one cannot be the same with others in all terms. There
might be some commonality and uniqueness to only one's self. One might be different
in one's uniqueness. If everything is the same as others there is no uniqueness at all.
There is no mystery; everything is in common, the same level as everything, no sense
of sacredness. There is no alternative, differences, no sense of newness, no creation.
"Creative acts are acts of freedom" (Berdyaev, 1962, p. 17). Freedom is not without
discipline or without nobility. Freedom is always in the transcendental, freedom in
God, not freedom without God, the ultimate transcendence. Freedom is freedom of
heart, of spirit, of will, not just freedom in action. For Marcel, freedom is freedom in
Divine Goodness, in Agape' love and in Divine providence, freedom in Divine
wisdom. Freedom is mystery, though it seems to be contradiction if one says that
freedom is not limited freedom, or not limitless freedom. Creative acts are acts of
freedom, without freedom there is no creation or creativity. Berdyaev thinks that
freedom alone should be recognized as possessing a sacred quality. "Freedom is the
antithesis of objectification, which is always determination" (Berdyaev, 1962, p. 16).
Without freedom life is full of anxiety to live with. Only with free will one can
participate in the ontological exigency of the mystery of being through reflection.
"A man cannot be free or remain free, except in the degree to which he
remains linked with that which transcends him, whatever the particular
form of that link may be ... .I should say that in the case particularly of the
true artist in paint, or stone or music, or words, this relationship to the
transcendent is something that is experienced in the most authentic and
profound way" (Marcel, 2008, p. 16).
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The following is Marcel's critique of Sartre approach to and writing on
existence and human freedom. The researcher approach is trying to search at a
deeper level, for the underlying unity between the two different, sometimes
opposite, thinkers.

3.2 Marcel critique of Sartre's 'Existence' and 'Human Freedom'

My focus will be on how Marcel criticized Sartre's Ontology, Freedom and
Atheism. I will first focus on, Marcel's perspectives on these spheres and after that I
will analyze into my perceptions. Though Marcel said that his attitude is not
polemical, he suggested the principles of Sartre's philosophy would have to be
revised, because he thought Sartre's philosophy was coming from his misdirected and
anarchical youth (Marcel, 1995, p. 90). He questioned the adequacy of Sartre's
ontology~

his being is equivalent to doing. He asks if being is equivalent to doing, is

it not a misapprehension of what is deepest and most significant in the nature of man.
How can it be right to ignore the distinction, commonly made, between what a man is
and what he does? Marcel believes it to be a fatal error to equate freedom with choice.
Marcel tried to focus on Sartre's view of Existence and Human freedom by
trying to find something valid from Sartre, apart from other philosophers who
influenced him, like Heidegger. He tried to find out the actual character of Sartre from
his first book La Nausee. He thought it was the most forceful expression of Sartre's
personality. Marcel thought the identity of the hero, Antoine Roquentin, is that of
Sartre, the author himself. The problem is of his existence and the nausea he felt for it.
Marcel quoted Roquentin saying in La Nausee:
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"I exist, softly, softly and lightly as air. It moves a little. There are soft,
melting contacts, gentle, so gentle. There is a little bubbling water in my
mouth, I swallow it, it slips down my throat-and it is again in my mouth. I
have in my mouth in perpetuity a little puddle of water, whitish, discreet,
brushing against my tongue. And this puddle is myself, and my tongue and
throat, they too are myself... It drags a little, hardly at all, softly, and
languorously, it exists. Wherever I put it down, I cannot get rid of it, any
more than I can get rid of the rest of my body, of the damp heat which
stains my shirt, or of the warm fat which heaves lazily, as if it were stirred
with a spoon, or of all the sensations which come and go in it, rising from
my thigh to my arm-pit, or drowsing softly in their accustomed place from
morning till night" (Marcel, 1995, p. 51).

He summed up Roquentin saying in La Nausee, "I apprehend myself as a prey of
existence" (Marcel, 1995, p. 51 ). Marcel thinks Sartre apprehends himself as a prey of
existence. He quoted, Roquentin saying, ''The actual experience of the act of thinking
and the nausea which is associated with this act":
"Thought is the most insipid of all, more insipid even than flesh. It pulls
out endlessly and it leaves a kind of aftertaste. And then there are words
inside it, unfinished words, fragment of sentences which come back again
and again ... It is worse than all the rest because I feel responsible for it. I
feel like an accomplice. Take this long, painful rumination: I exist; it is I
who go on ruminating. The body, once it had started up, lives on of itself.
But it is I who entertain thought. I exist. I think that I exist. Ah, it is I who
gently unwind this endless streamer, this feeling that I exist. " (Marcel,
1995,p.51)

Marcel said: "that Sartre himself felt The Nausea, the experience of contingency and
of the absurdity which attaches to existence as such" (Marcel, 1996, p.54). He thinks
Sartre's outlook on life is pessimistic and questions how Sartre's ontology can be
reliable. I think, Sartre's philosophy is focusing on the reality of the dark side of
human being. According to Marcel, Sartre's thought is negative enlightenment, a
philosophy of non-being. If there is any light in it, it can only come from oneself.
Marcel claims Sartre thought as "Eidolocentric" (Marcel, 1995, p. 56). One cannot
deny the fact that there is a dark side of humanity, onl_y we human beings can change
the darkness into light, and it is our responsibility to throw some light on the darkness.
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As well there is a difference with self adoring or "Eidolocentric". Each and every
Individual has been offered a different upbringing in time and space. This is not
received through conscious choice. Even identical twins are not the same in every
aspect of life. It is up to each individual to accept what each is given and to make the
best of this, or bring out the best from what is given to each. Sartre's life was given as
it was, He took out what he believed to be the best from the given. Therefore, no one
is entirely responsible for one's existence before one assumes responsibility for it. As
one's feelings influence one's thoughts, Sartre's negative feelings led him toward the
conviction of absurdity of existence. One is able to see oneself through the eyes of
others. There is no other way. Without positive regard from the other, one is unable to
build up self esteem alone. Sartre cannot see any goodness in existence because
naturally without the support of the other, it is quite impossible to embrace life and
see its positive aspects. In order to highlight the mystery of the exhaustible plenitude
of being, Sartre reveals the reality of the other side of being.
For Sartre : " ... to be is to choose himself... he is wholly and helplessly at the
mercy of the unendurable necessity to make himself be, even in the smallest details of
his existence" (Marcel, 1995, p. 79). One aspect of Marcel's 'to be' is to become, to
become means to be in need of making choices in decision making. Marcel makes
choices through seeing light in his innermost being, his so called ontological
exigency. That is, Marcel in a tranquil state of mind and recollected state, tries to be
aware of and see the light within himself. This is a state narrower than choice.
Marcel criticizes Sartre for his idea that being is equivalent to doing. "Being,
in the case of human beings is equivalent to doing. Man reveals himself, under
observation, as an organized unit of behaviours and comportments" (Marcel, 1995,
p.80). There is some truth in the fact that being is equivalent to doing. Where is the
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beginning of being? As soon as being is thrown into the world (as Sartre says) one is
responsible for being to become. But where does the being come from? It is an
unavoidable metaphysical question. It is beyond oneself. Anyhow, one felt the roots
in the transcendental. If one is optimistic in accepting being, the consequences are
different for the pessimistic. Doing will be deferred according to one's interpretation
of being. If being has intrinsic values one needs continuous effort to maintain it. By
doing or making prudent choices for being, doing is maintaining the intrinsic values
of being. Being is depending on doing in making choices for the rest of its life. In my
opinion, Sartre is putting emphasis on the part of maintaining being, Marcel's is on
the part of being's intrinsic values.
Marcel classifies Sartre's philosophy as among the "techniques of
vilification." I do not agree with this. Sartre is trying to strip away a man from all his
or her comfort zone and reveal his or her reality as it is. He is revealing of the life
without God, without continuous effort towards Transcendent Reality. And it is
frightening. Marcel says, "To vilify a thing is to take away its value, its price. Sartre is
stripping the value of man altogether" (Marcel, 1995, p.85). If the value is intrinsic
can anybody take it away? "Sartre constantly asserts that man is a useless passion or
that he vainly aspires to achieve in his own person the impossible synthesis which
would result in being-in-itself' (Marcel, 1995, p. 84). I do not agree with Sartre's
saying that man is a useless passion. Man is not a useless passion. Man is more than a
passion. Passion is not useless; one can make use of the passion. Passion is part of a
man. The passion is revealing something about one's reality which should not ignore
or reject it. It is simply ignorance to stupidity to ignore one's passion. But it does not
mean to follow one's passion blindly without any discernment so called Marcel
secondary reflection. It is an alarm or one's reality to work on. It is a gift to have
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sensations as feelings and passions since they are a mirror to oneself, otherwise there
is no guide lines to know oneself. To throw light into one's passion is wisdom itself.
Without passions how will we be in touch with oneself, impossible to know oneself.
Passions are the connection within one's body and mind, it serves as the indicator. To
interpret the passions is another step that one has to take which demand effort to listen
and patience.
"Given that in Sartre's world man's inherence in the universe is ignored or
denied and that its level is therefore infinitely below the pantheism of the Stoics or of
Spinoza, it is not at all surprising that in it man should conceive of himself more and
more as waste matter or as potential excrement". (Marcel, 1995, p. 89). One cannot
deny the fact that existence is meaningless and worthless apart from higher values
(without Transcendent Reality). Man can become a useless passion if one is without
God, fear or moral discipline. It depends on one's choice in the situations. One cannot
deny that there can be some truth to this. Sartre is against all the pretensions; he wants
to be as free as he can. He prefers everything natural, sincere and authentic. He hates
pretending at the cost of everything.
Marcel believes Sartre's fatal error is in equating freedom to choice. Sartre
expressly states his freedom:
"My freedom ... is the unique foundations of values. And since I am the
being by virtue of whom value exists, nothing-absolutely nothing-can
justify me in adopting this or that value or scale of values. As the unique
basis of the existence of values, I am totally unjustifiable. And my freedom
is in anguish at finding that it is the baseless basis of values" (Marcel,
1995, p. 87).

After the analysis of Sartre's freedom, Marcel criticizes Sartre for his contradictory
words. For Sartre, "phenomenon is being as it appears or is revealed" (Sartre, 2003, p.
654). Sartre claims that human reality is not to invent but to reveal, since they can
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never be "recognized" or "discovered." But from what he is saying it seems to Marcel
as he is going to invent as he likes. As for me, I think Sartre is not contradicting
himself, he means that he will be the one who will be responsible for the
interpretation of the meaning, no other. Sartre is for freedom at any cost; Sartre is
against everything that is limiting his freedom. No wonder Sartre is against every preestablished social order. He wanted to lead his life by his own free choices. He is
against anyone who is interfering with his freedom.
According to Marcel's analysis of Sartre's concept of freedom, I am
"condemned" to freedom: I cannot be "condemned" to freedom unless freedom is a
deprivation, a loss. Sartre also said, "face to face with freedom, experiences a kind of
vertigo" (Marcel, 1995, p. 78). Sartre condemned to freedom, is not only a negative
but also can be in a positive sense. Condemned to freedom is not deprivation but
towards the overabundant and the inexhaustible. It is whole lot of variety, and one
doesn't know what to choose. Since it is limitless plenty, one gets vertigo, nausea, to
choose.
"For a human being, to be is to choose himself; nothing comes to him
either from without or from within himself that he can receive or
accept.. .. he is wholly and helplessly at the mercy of the unendurable
necessity to make himself be, even in the smallest details of his existence.
Thus freedom is not a being; it is the being of man, that is to say his nonbeing" (Marcel, 1995, p. 79).

Sartre argues ambiguously that he is not portraying his exact character of nausea in
his hero Roquentin, but what is in his mind at that time. Sartre said:
"What I described in the novel is not something that I actually
experienced myself. For example, in a novel you see a character who does
in fact possess a certain form of intuition nausea, he perceives what being
is ... But I never experienced this nausea, properly speaking; that is I do
claim it, but in a much more philosophical way ... But to get this notion to
the reader I had to garb it in ~ more romantic form, tum it into an
adventure ... What I am saying is that I never experienced Nausea in the
way Roquentin does, which is why I needed to give it the novel form. The
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fact of the matter is, the idea wasn't really solid enough in my mind for me
to write a philosophical tome about it, it was still fairly vague but
nonetheless, I was obsessed by it" [Sartre, SBH 1978, 41] (Kamber, 2000,
p.48).

It seems to me that Sartre didn't actually experience nausea in the way Roquentin did.

He experienced it in a much more philosophical way, but he was obsessed by it. I will
not deny that Sartre has a feeling of absurdity and nausea in a more profound way.
And this is natural for the human person who relies on oneself alone. As for me, I
think Marcel and Sartre are in contrast, one is with God and the other is without God,
Sartre is revealing 'life without God'. The attitude and temperament towards life is in
contrast between these two concepts. Lepp also said, "The existential philosophy of
Sartre shows that there is nothing noble in this man-without-God, and that he is only a
wretched and unjustifiable absurdity" (Lepp, 1965, p. 27). Without transcending
oneself towards Ultimate Reality, existence seems frightening, absurd and nauseous.
I find Sartre's thought as challenging the individual to be responsible for oneself and
for humanity. He doesn't want anyone to be entirely relying on a power greater than
oneself. He wants everyone to be responsible and free to act according to his values
and meaning. Actually, I find Sartre's thought not so far from Marcel's thought, since
Marcel is also challenging the individual towards initiation and responsibility. Sartre's
is not "eidolocentric." He is intensely facilitating the individual to be responsible in
creating one's meaningful life.
Marcel said Sartre's 'thought', not Sartre's 'wisdom', and according to Sartre,
what men commonly called wisdom or experience is most likely to be a deliberate
way of lying to oneself and of concealing the fundamental absurdity which is
existence itself (Marcel, 1995, p. 57). I think Sartre is revealing a negative side of
humanity and Marcel the positive side. They both complement each other perfectly.
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With Sartre's alone existence is miserable, gloomy and anxious. Marcel's alone life
in unwholistic and unrealistic form. If one meets darkness he or she is unprepared and
restless until accept the darkness as one aspect of life itself. There are many
differences actually towards the unity of complementary. Instead the differences
become the way to conflicts and separations.
By quoting Sartre's La Nausee, I think Sartre is criticizing a life without
conscious choice as an irresponsible one. Sartre thinks they won't know what is going
on in their lives as they are not in charge of their lives. Sartre says, "They have
dragged out their lives in drowsiness and half-sleep. They have scurried into marriage
and they have conceived children by chance. They have met other men in cafe's and
at weddings and funerals" (Marcel, 1995, p. 57). They are not in charge of their lives;
they do not own their lives. They have no opportunity to make responsible conscious
choices in making decisions for themselves. Their lives are not really in their own
hands; in reality they have lost touch with the reality of their lives. Sartre kept on
saying, "Now and then they have been caught in a whirlpool and have struggled to
understand. But everything that went on around them began and ended out of their
sight. Long obscure shapes, events coming from afar brushed swiftly against them and
were gone before they could look round" (Marcel, 1995, p. 57). Sartre thinks if one is
not leading and responsible for one's own life, how one can find meaning in life,
since one is not free to live one's life, according to one's choices. But the person
doesn't realize or aware that he or she does not make choices to lead life, but rather
just drags along with the flow of mass society. "Then, in the forties, they put together
their little obstinacies and a few proverbs. They label this experience and they tum
themselves into penny-in-the-slot machines: the slot on the right is for anecdotes
wrapped in silver paper, the slot on the left is for valuable advice which sticks to your
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teeth like gum" (Marcel, 1995, p. 57). Sartre criticized them strongly. I agree with
Sartre in this, my opinion is one cannot deny the fact that our 'will' and 'intentions'
are such powerful. Without our conscious choice there is less vigour in it. There is a
will in our conscious choice and there is no intention and will in unconscious choice.
And, I belief that there is a transfomatory effect in conscious choice and behaviour
(Chopra, 1993, Pp. 85, 92).
Marcel analyzed the pattern at the origin of Sartre's atheism by saying, "Either
he must admit that his atheism derives from an attitude of the will or from an initial
resentment" (Marcel, 1995, p. 85). According to Marcel, Sartre's is an extravagantly
dogmatic negativism (Marcel, 1995, p. 88). Sartre is not really against God, he is
against the people who are projecting God as dogma, controller, manipulator and the
one who inhibits one's freedom and free will. According to Marcel, there are many
kinds of atheism: a professed atheism and a lived atheism and philosophical atheism.
Professed atheism is "Where it is at the basis of revolt professed atheism sometimes
can be characterized by an exigence .. .is not at all alien to any genuine religion ... But
lived atheism, where it is at the basis of a satisfied and sated ... technological world ...
(Marcel, 1985, p. 43). The professed atheist is not rebelling against God, but against
the system or. authorities which somehow affect them. Lived atheism is where persons
think they can get every essentially all thing with money. They never need God.
Finally, Marcel discussed philosophical atheism, in quite particular detail:
"The essential point is this: philosophical atheism constructs a serious
argument from the fact that those who present themselves as God's
representatives on earth often conclude deplorable compromises with
secular powers. Of course it would be quite legitimate to reply that these
representatives testify to their own unworthiness. But, in whose presence?
Here the problem becomes tragic. It is difficult not to think of the
followers these representatives pretend to guide. Representatives like
these are liable to deform the conscience of these people, to corrupt them
or to scandalized them or perhaps even to cut them off from religion.
These simple souls seem incapable of making any kind of distinction at all
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between God and his unworthy representatives. This tends to create an
intolerable situation today for faith" (Marcel, 1985, p. 166)

It seems to me that Sartre is a professed Atheism, since he is against the system or
authorities which he thinks inhibited from his freedom. He finds the light in himself, in
his deeper most self, his consciousness. Marcel transcends himself by going deeply into
himself, where there is Transcendental Ultimate Reality. The common within
themselves is the self, one individual unique self. Marcel admits it as God, but Sartre
never. Sartre who loves freedom to be oneself, rejects everything that is hindering his
way to absolute freedom. He is against the man made God who is controlling,
demanding, not to the God who frees oneself. Sartre is for the non-existence of God. He
will not deny God as Agape.
For Marcel being is with beings towards 'Being', being through inter-subjective
communion with beings towards 'Being'. Through participation in the mystery of being,
by creative fidelity, one becomes closer to 'Being'. Through transcendence one
becomes closer to his true nature, Ultimate Being. Thomas M. King's wrote in the
introduction in Sartre and the Sacred what Sartre proposes: "To be man means to reach
toward being God or. .. man fundamentally is the desire to be God [BN, 694]. But for
Sartre God turns out to be impossible, and man is left with a theological 'complex' and
ultimate frustration"(Kings, 1974,p. xi)
What's wrong with Sartre if he is trying to become like God in a sense, if he is
trying to imitate the Goodness of God? Marcel said, "Sartre constantly asserts that
Man's life is an attempt, continually renewed and inevitably doomed to failure, at the
divinization of himself' (Marcel, 1995, p.84). It seems to me that, intrinsically, man has
the sense of sacredness in his nature. Trying to move back to its intrinsic nature is
reasonable /feasible.
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In the next chapter my focus will be on how the mystery of being is expressed in

Marcel's writings especially on 'transcendental', 'recollected' and 'responsible' being
towards 'Being'.
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CHAPTER IV
REFLECTION ON MARCEL'S MYSTERY OF BEING

If one takes the responsibility to maintain oneself in tranquil state of

recollecting and transcending oneself continuously, there will be no time and space
for despair and frustration. There is the atmosphere of endless ongoing hope which
continuously wipes away despair and frustration. Marcel's "Mystery of Being" is that
'being' is a mystery which is unintelligible without transcending oneself. It is endless
hope towards eternity. In order to deal with the mystery one has to go beyond the
ordinary way of thinking and seeing things. In his Basic Writings, Letter on

Humanism (210), Heidegger says, "The thinking that is to come must learn to
experience that and to say it" (Johnson, 2000, p. 59). Marcel's 'mystery' cannot be
grasped without an understanding of Transcendental 'Being'. It cannot be separated
from, and it is unintelligible without Transcendent Reality. Marcel's 'mystery' is
fathomable only as an oneness whole. " ... the nexus between the ideas of Eternity and
mystery is as strict as one as it can be. In the first place, Eternity cannot be anything
other than a mystery ... .in the second place, every mystery is itself like a river, which
flows into the Eternal, as into a sea .... " (Randall, 1992, p. 140). Both mystery and
eternity are transcendental.
This chapter will be delving into Marcel's "mystery of being". Since it digs
into the concepts and ideas of 'mystery', the words are hardly able to grasp or
encompass the 'mystery'; there might be some contradiction as a whole and
inadequate words of explanation. But the researcher will try to articulate as much as
she can. In order to encompass the whole reality of 'mystery,' sometimes repetition of
explanation from different perspective might be seen in some places, likewise, Marcel
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used drama to express the 'mystery of being'. Since mystery does not appropriate the
ways of grasping, holding, systematizing, objectifying, disserting and analyzing, one
needs to be recollected with a tranquil mind and heart to listen, to feel and go deeper.
Mystery is more comfortable with a participating in its 'being'.
Firstly, Marcel on 'Being' echoes Marcel's concept of 'Being' as 'God.'
Secondly, transcendental being is the challenge of Marcel to be transcending one's
being. Thirdly, Marcel challenges oneself to be recollected in order to become
transcendent. Without a tranquil mind there is no other way to transcend being.
Fourthly, Marcel challenges one to be an initiator and a responsible being for one's
meaningful existence and for the other beings. Fifthly, the critique of Marcel towards
Sartre's philosophy of Existence and Freedom through analyzing and evaluating
Sartre's first novel Nausea. Lastly the character of the hero Roquentin's conviction
and conception of life and Sartre's theories on Ontology, Existence, freedom and
atheism are analyzed followed by the conclusion.

4.1 Marcel on 'Being'

The image and concept of Ultimate Reality shapes one's attitude towards
existence. Who is God for Marcel? 'Being' for Marcel is 'God,' the Ultimate 'Being.'
His upbringing may shed some light on the insight. Marcel was brought up in a family
whose father was educated and held several important administrative positions having
to do with cultural affairs. His mother was Jewish, well adapted to life. She passed
away when Marcel was four. He was brought up by his father, aunt (step mother) and
paternal grandmother. Marcel summarizes his father and aunt's religious background
in the following passage.
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"My father, who has been brought up as a Catholic, had ceased practicing
his religion at an early age; imbued with the ideas of Taine, Spencer and
Renan, his position was that of the late nineteenth century agnostics;
acutely and gratefully aware of all that which art owes to Catholicism, he
regarded Catholic thought itself as obsolete and tainted with absurd
superstitions. A free mind, according to him, could not but tum away from
such childish beliefs; and I suspect, too, that a kind of basic French
paganism rebelled in him against the subjection of human nature to
Catholic asceticism. Not that he was in the least a hedonist. .. my aunt of
Jewish stock, but coming from family which was wholly indifferent to
religion, she was converted to Protestantism, yet showed by her choice of a
pastor that her reason rejected its dogmatic beliefs and that she could
accept it only in its more liberal form, imbued with the pessimism of the
nineteenth century poets from Vigny to Mme. Ackermann, she had an
acute and implacable sense of the absurdity of existence. Nature, if not
utterly evil, at least indifferent to right and wrong, was to her completely
unreliable. In the essentially uninhabitable world in which an
incomprehensible play of circumstances had caused us to be born, there
was only one resource: to forget oneself, to strive to lighten the burden of
one's fellow sufferers and to submit to the most severe self-discipline, for
outside this there was nothing but license." (Randall, 1992, Pp. 59- 60).

Marcel grew up within these two different outlooks of religion. They reveal a
different atmosphere, one is aesthetic and the other is ethical. He tried to go beyond
his father's perception of Catholic thought as obsolete and tainted with absurd
superstitions and his aunt's pessimism and existential absurdity. He learnt to adjust to
this atmosphere and find his own unique ways to exist, simultaneously searching for
the absolute and transcendental Being. He perceived God optimistically as 'Agape'.
In his holistic view, everything is sacred and nothing is profane. Cain said, "Marcel

has always seen religion as the relation of the human being in his wholeness to
ultimate or transcendent reality" (Cain, 1979, p. 88). He thinks of the individual as
unique authentic 'being,' the wholeness is essential in relating with the transcendent.
He deepened his relationship with God in a unique, authentic and profound way. "The
relation to the transcendent is something that is experienced in the most authentic and
profound way" (Marcel, 2008, p. 16). He encountered the Transcendental Being with
his whole reality, including his tragedies. Because of his life's challenges which were
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quite huge for his age, (one of the examples being the lost of his mother at the age of
four) he learnt to go beyond his despair and frustrations. The immense pain of missing
his mother's presence transformed him and introduced him into the way to mystery.
He learnt to search for his mother's presence in the invisible. There he found the
doors of possibility, for example the possibility that he can still search for the
presence of his invisible mother. Because of these challenges of life, he learnt from a
young age to transcend into the mystery. He found that his will was free and
everything was possible to his will within his imagination. By using his imagination
he learnt to write the drama since he was young. His deep longing for mother's
presence transcended him into participating in the mystery. He witnessed that he felt
the presence of his mother all his life. He also felt the same presence of his wife
Jacqueline for the rest of his life after her death. He developed from them a reverence
towards mystery and the absolute.
The Catholic Church, its reverence for mystery and the absolute, led Marcel to
convert to Christianity. However, even though Marcel did find God in Christianity,
his attitudes and convictions of the image of God were uniquely personal. Marcel
never defines God. For him, God is one who eternally changes and eternally grows.
Also, Marcel does not emphasize proving the existence of God; his focus is more on
faith and hope in God. Marcel was baptized on March 23, 1929, when he was forty. In
the diary published as Being and Having, he wrote, "I was baptized this morning. My
inward state was more than I had dared to hope for: no transports, but peaceful,
balanced, and full of hope and faith" (Randall, 1992, p. 62).
In Marcel's Metaphysical Journal (his reflections), he notes clearly that he

formed his own unique transcendental Being through his personal relationship with
God thfough his experiences. He was closely intimate with his transcendental Being.
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He tried to find transcendental Being in his existence as being. In the deep silence and
recollection of his being, he found the ultimate Being. His ultimate Being, "God," is
closely intimate with his being. Being is revealed to him through his own innermost
being. He tried to find God in his deeper self through recollection. For Marcel, every
single inner movement of being became sacred. He carefully paid attention to it. He
made every effort to listen carefully through reflection on his innermost feelings.
Marcel quoted Rilke saying in Homo Viator, "God is the direction of the heart"
(Marcel, 1978, p. 222). His bodily sensations and feelings as exigencies become the
inner voice of being. As these voices are still crude, he needs to reflect on them with
tranquillity of mind in order to get the meaning to understand. They were revealed to
him as illumination and "this illumination can only be realized by each individual for
himself' (Marcel, 2002. p. 239).
Marcel, the optimist, never focused on life from its negative aspects but only
from the positive sides, and he tried to integrate them. For him, the negatives aspects
in life were all enhancing the positives sides of life. Negative sides are
complementary to positive sides. Through his faith in God the Ultimate Reality, he
strived to see, to interpret all the events in life optimistically. Marcel is optimistic in
the way he sees events, beings, situations, places and time. Everything is converted
into grace, blessing and divine providence. Encountering another being is similar to
encountering with 'Thou.' Nothing is profane; everything is sacred in its wholeness.
For Marcel, Being is sacred, the whole of creation and the Creator. The creatures are
sacred; therefore he treats self, of others, and the things reverently.
For Sartre, existence is nausea and absurdity. One's body is in meaningless
existence. One's thought is insipid and it pulls out endlessly and it leaves a kind of
aftertaste. Sartre's philosophy is a philosophy of non-being, being in its nothingness,
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but, nothingness in a sense of plenitude. Only man can give meaning to it. Sartre's is
pure ontology, not including any metaphysical thought. According to Richard
Kamber, "Sartre maintains that ethical values are invented, not discovered. He thinks
there is no God so no divine authority on the distinction between right and wrong"
(Kamber, 2001, p.191).
Though Sartre's and Marcel's way of thinking seems to contradict each other,
in the deeper level, they are not opposing each other. They are complementing each
other towards 'oneness whole'. Sartre's ontology shows the existence without
transcendental reality, and it is absurd and frightening. One's body is in meaningless
existence and a thought is insipid and leaves a kind of aftertaste. If there is no light as
individual guide lines such as Marcel's ontological exigency, the infinity and vastness
is the domain of thought which is extremely difficult to discipline in order to focus on
the right and appropriate path. There is a connection between the atheist and the
concept or image of Ultimate Reality.
Sartre is the philosopher of freedom, at the cost of everything he is for
freewill. Only in the atmosphere of freedom one can be free to be oneself. If Sartre's
freedom to be one self can equate with the authenticity of the person, is Marcel also
not for the authenticity of a person? Marcel "The relation to the transcendent is
something that is experienced in a most authentic and profound way" (Marcel, 2008,
p. 16). Heidegger also for the authenticity of Dasein is priority.

4.2 Transcendental 'being'

Marcel's philosophy encourages making effort to go beyond the limitations, to
'transcend. Participating in the mystery of being itself is going beyond. The person is
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not a complete entity; he or she is in the process of becoming greater than his or
herself. Person is a will, an inspiration, ontological exigency which is paving towards
transcending present existence. "In becoming ourselves we go beyond ourselves
(Cain, 1979, p. 81). But it is not that simple and easy as such; it demands great effort
and patience. In Homo Viator, Marcel witness Rilke's spiritual view. Marcel quoted
Rilke's saying:
"We get used to seeking the divine by human methods. We get into soft
and easy habits with all this human element, and later on we shall be
frozen by the keen air of the heights, the air of eternity .... We are deceived
over and over again by this half familiar element which causes neither
surprise nor fear and does not tear us from our everyday outlook. We get
accustomed to this, but there can be no getting accustomed to finding
God" (Marcel, 1978, p. 216).

According to Marcel, Rilke is craving for transcendence. He was not in favour of
Christianity. He thinks Christ becoming man is not encouraging man to transcend.
God becoming man discourages man not to transcend. Since God became man, God
condescends to human nature, so there is no reason for men to transcend. Men tend to
think of God in their own terms. In other words, men make God into human-beings.
Men bring down God to the level of human being. Everything becomes easy and
familiar making one tend to think it is unnecessary to make an effort to go beyond, to
transcend. One begins to think and feel that it is unnecessary to strive towards
eternity. One makes everything at the easily reachable level of humanity, thinks
lightly naturally not highly. Everyone cares for easily reachable things. No one wants
to strive for the difficulties. There is no need to strive beyond limitations. Everything
is limited, conditioned; there is a closed end, nothing beyond limitations. One's way
of thinking becomes lower and lower, and begins to be lower in spirit as well. One
becomes used to a loose and easy going life. At the cost of everything, one tends to
avoid the hardships, and difficulties. One just follows the easiest and less effort and
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less strenuous way of life. People become used to life without any effort, no one is
comfortable with making efforts. Just follow the way that has been paved by the
other, with no initiative, creativity or responsibility. Life becomes less meaningful and
just drifts along with the flow of the current mass society. One thinks like others, talks
and behaves like others. One rarely dares to go beyond the flow of mass society.
There is no space for individual conscience. There is less daring to be different from
others or the taking of the alternate way. People stick to each other's way of life by
imitating each other. Individual uniqueness is encapsulated by mass society.
"Whoever is not like everybody else, whoever does not think like everybody else,
runs the risk of being eliminated" (Marcel, 2008, p. 104). Mass society is good in
many ways, and he knew the advantages of it. Mass society can be the place where
the individual can be nurtured. What he reacted strongly against was the overtaking
and the crushing of the individual by mass society. ''The systematic crushing of
millions of beings reduced to a total impotence" (Marcel, 2008, p. 120).
The value is unity in equality and uniformity. "Equality is the general
intention to deprive us, reduce and finally suppress, till the situation of each one of us
becomes as similar as possible to that of his neighbor" (Marcel, 2008, p. 19).
Alternatives and differences are not favoured. Differences and alternatives are seen as
separations and chaos. Actually, the individual is the one who has ability, but no
space for individuality. "What is educable is only an individual or exactly a person"
(Marcel, 2008, p.8). According to Marcel, " ... the masses partake of the human only in
a degraded state; they are themselves a degraded state of the human" (Marcel, 2008,
p. 8).
It is only the least one who thinks to take time for finding meaning and value.

There is no questioning or critical thinking to pre-established laws and regulations.
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There is less and less autonomy and responsibility. There is no creativity, no newness,
no hope, just following the accustomed ways and habits that used to be. One becomes
fixed, paralyzed and blind to go beyond the limitations. One needs to be creative, to
learn how to transcend beyond ordinary customs in order to relate with Ultimate
Reality. Marcel quoted Rilke in saying, "One cannot see God with a heart dulled by
custom" (Marcel, 1951, p. 221). As time goes by, the shining nobility of the human
spirit is not elevated but lowered. Life becomes absurd, despairing and frustrating.
Despair and suicide become possibility for humanity.
All problems are related to connecting with one another. The umque
individual self is needed in order to take charge of one's existence. The
companionship of the mass society, the other, is needed as well to nurture the self. He
or she will grow holistically by relating with another. Eventually he or she is the one
who will initiate and be responsible for the effort demanded for transcending oneself.
By transcending oneself, he or she is paving a way out for the other to transcend. To
will oneself free is to will others free.
In order to communicate or relate with transcendental the "Being", one has to
transcend, to go beyond. Without transcending oneself, it is impossible to really touch
the transcendental "Being". Instead of transcending oneself to meet God, one commits
blasphemy or sacrilege, by condescendingly degrading God to human level.
How do other thinkers of ontology understand transcendent? The meaning of
transcendence differs from Sartre to Marcel, due to language. It depends on how one
define transcendence? Marcel's transcendent seems going beyond human level;
Sartre's transcendent seems going beyond natural, common, general level. Generally
transcendence means going beyond any natural, common, general things and
happenings. The difference is, Sartre never mentions 'God' much, and Marcel does!
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According to Safranski, Sartre's transcendence is not something beyond but the
"quintessence of the possibilities towards which man can transcend himself'
(Safranski, 1998, p. 358). Sartre's "transcendent is the controversial fact about being-

for-itself. that it is what it is not and is not what it is. Sartre means that I am, in a
sense, constantly projected towards the future in my free self-definition" (Priest, 2001,
p. 107). Then, in this sense Sartre is also encouraging to transcend which is parallel to
Marcel.
Marcel's transcendence is something beyond the level of human beings.
Marcel argued that Sartre's transcendence remained empty. According to Safranski,
Marcel's thesis is that "man can be free, and remain free, only to the extent to which
he remains linked to transcendence" (Safranski, 1998, p. 359). Here what Marcel
means transcendence seems as beyond the level of human? For a finite being there is
limitation, no absolute freedom. Only after transcendence and moving beyond it,
comes absolute freedom.
Does this mean Sartre's freedom is limited, because his transcendence does
not go beyond? As a finite being, he is not transcending beyond himself, making his
freedom deprived? Is it because there is no Transcendent Reality for Sartre, thus
Sartre himself strived to be one? Is this a way Sartre strived to find Transcendent
Reality in himself? My understanding is it is the matter of understanding language,
where others understand Sartre as transcended within the human level, but not beyond
it.
According to Johnson, Heidegger's Being is not just living as an entity, Being
aspires to "a higher and authentically ontological basis [BT 17]" (Johnson, 2000, p.
15). Heidegger is trying to respond to a call to transform Being from 'entity' to
'Being', from ontic to ontological. "Dasein is ontically distinctive in that it is
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ontological" (Johnson, 2000, p. 14). From everydayness, "to strive to break the
passage" (Johnson, 2000, p. 1) to 'Being'.
Marcel focuses on death in order to go beyond it; Heidegger confronted and
accepted death in order to understand Dasein in its totality. Marcel transcends and
goes beyond death. Death is not the end for him. For Heidegger, "as long as we are
alive, we are projecting possibilities for ourselves" (Johnson, 2000, p. 27). Heidegger
seems to think, there is no possibilities after death. Death is the end of possibilities. In
a sense Heidegger is encouraging us to work and do our best, while we still have
chances in this life and world. But, that does not mean everything is finished and
disappears when death comes, as death being an end of everything. Though it should
not be denied of the truth within it; though not all. According to Johnson, Heidegger's
thinking enables us to understand what it is to be finite and yet spiritual (Johnson,
2000, p. 89). It seems to me that Heidegger inclines to spiritualize and go beyond the
normal superficial appearance of human body. "The human body is something
essentially other than an animal organism (B W204) ... If we can transform our
thought to think our nature as ek-sistence, we will be able to realize a more proper
human dignity". (Johnson, 2000, Pp. 58-59). Reading Sartre, Marcel and Heidegger at
the same time has a balancing effect on oneself. One has to be recollected in order to
relate with the transcendent.

4.3 Recollected 'being'

"The mysteries of the human life are so profound that, as the existentialists
confess, they can only be received and transmitted with great tranquillity" (Sinari,
1966, p. 294). Marcel calls for the reflective life, because it is the way to transcendent
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'Being'. Simultaneously, it is the way to oneself and others. It is the way to connect
with mystery, the absolute. It is the way to the light which shines forth through each
one of us. According to Johnson, for Heidegger meditating is in order to provide a
path for thinking. "It must meditate on opening and on unconcealment. It must
surrender its previous thinking" (Johnson, 2000, p. 84). Right thinking brings
brightness and open free space. The opening is a space in which things are less dense.
(Johnson, 2000, p. 84).
If one has not at all recollected a scattered mind, the absurdity of life becomes

obvious. Existence itself becomes meaningless. Marcel reminds us life is not just
aimlessly floating along with the tide of the mass society. In nurturing one's authentic
unique self, one ought to be in touch with one's reality and making choices
accordingly. The choices one made are in accordance with one's existential values
and meaning. One is the most responsible caretaker of one's life. Heidegger used the
most suitable words of a 'shepherd of being,' one is the shepherd of being to describe
this. A Shepherd needs light to lead the sheep, otherwise the sheep might stray. Where
does the light come from? According to Marcel, the light comes from God who
abiding in our deepest inmost self. Marcel quoted St. John's Gospel, light is in the
deepest self, .in one's existence. "That was the true Light, which lighted every man
that cometh into the world", and he said it is the most universal characteristic of
human existence, man is not man except in so far as that light lights him (Marcel,
2008, p. 197). The light is in oneself. According to Johnson, Heidegger also implies a
similar meaning. "One must seek a way of casting light on the fundamental question
of ontology, and this is the way one must go. Whether this is the only way or even the
right one at all, can be decided only after one has gone along it [BT 437]" (Johnson,
2000, p. 35). One is responsible to check continuously whether it is right or wrong.
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One can get in touch with one's inmost self through a tranquil mind and a
recollecting spirit. In Homo Viator, Marcel quoted Rilke who wrote in the Letters to

the young Poet, "Only one thing is necessary: solitude, the immense inward solitude.
To withdraw into oneself and not to meet anyone for hours- and that is what we must
arrive at" (Marcel, 1978, p. 216). Here Rilke means not physical withdrawal, but
withdrawal of our mind from petty things and from our inner turmoil. This solitude, as
Gunther (Rilke's interpreter) says, does not consist in shutting ourselves away from
people, but in practicing recollection, in gathering our faculties together under a law
which is genuinely our own" (Marcel, 1978, p. 217). Rilke means solitude not in the
sense of physical solitude, but solitude of the mind, or tranquil mind. Just pure and
receptive silence mind without any blemish. Rilke himself said quite early that "we
cannot be alone, except within the hearts of the All" (Marcel, 1978, p. 217). That we
cannot be alone except within the heart of "The All", seems a contradiction, because it
is in the transcendental form. It is obvious of the wholeness, oneness, and
interconnectedness of everything when he says one's mind cannot be alone except
within the heart of all.
Kierkegaard also gives much emphasis to "inwardness" or solitude. Susan
Leigh Anderson quoted Kierkegaard in saying, "Generally the need of solitude is a
sign that there is spirit in a man after all, and it is a measure for what spirit there is"
(Anderson, 2000, p. 70). It shows clearly that man is intrinsically sacred in nature that
it is not appropriate to treat without great reverence.
Gene Reeves, in The Philosophy of Gabriel Marcel, gave important hope that
one is on hold in one's life, not helpless. He said an apprehension of the ontological
mystery is possible only for the recollected being. Recollection is more than passive
receptivity, but active participation in the mystery of being. By recollecting, one is
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participating in the mystery of being. Reeves said, " ... to say an apprehension of the
ontological mystery is possible to any degree only for someone who is capable of
recollecting himself -- and in that way testifying that he is not purely and simply a
living creature, a creature who has surrendered to his life and has no hold over it. .. "
(Reeves, 1991, p. 264 ). Here the acts of Participating and Recollecting are becoming
closer to each other. Participating in my mystery of being wholeheartedly is similar
to my recollecting in the mystery of my own being. The fact is one cannot participate
without recollecting, one cannot participate with a scattered mind. The paragraph
below shows that Sartre's consciousness as the decompression of being has some
similarity with Reeves' recollection.
Once one is recollected, the mind becomes silenced and serene, everything
and every moment becomes clear. Everything revealed to the mind is visible, easy to
hear every soft whispering voice. One's faculty and senses are opened up and in the
state of alertness. One is facing intimately towards oneself. One is very much in touch
with the bodily sensations and moods. One is openly revealed to oneself. Everything
is barely laid open up to me, I encounter through and through with my being and
nothingness. My subjective mode, conscience, feelings and sensations are a great deal
of account to my reality. When one comes face to face with one's reality, when one is
facing one's truth, it is a frightening moment as well as a graceful moment.
Frightening in the sense that there is no pretension and illusion, everything is as it is.
A graceful moment means one faces one's own purity of the authenticity of oneself.
For Marcel reflections are crucial. He faces the events in life, lets them speak their
own reality to him. After all, he tries to interpret them all positively through his faith
in God. For him there is always hope, hope is eternal; therefore nothing can make him
despair; the bigger the despair the bigger the hope. Primary reflection means he sees
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things as they really are. Secondary reflection is in the faith he recuperates through
intuition. Marcel said, " ... All reflection conscious of the urgent inner need which is
its most secret spring of action, must be exercised for the sake of the concrete ... "
(Marcel, 2008, p. 119). Therefore, reflection is imperative for ontological exigency.
What did reflection mean to the other thinkers of ontology? In introduction to

Being and Nothingness Sartre wrote, "What can properly be called subjectivity is
consciousness (of) consciousness. But, this consciousness (of being) consciousness
must be qualified in some way, and it can be qualified only as revealing intuition or it
is nothing" (Sartre, 2003, p. 17). Sartre uses the word consciousness more than
reflection. Common in both of the words is the centering mind. The thinking mind
and our awareness is not scattered around, it is centering and focusing on something.
Sartre says consciousness is conscious of something. It is revealing intuition. In

Philosophy of Existentialism Marcel critique Sartre's existence and freedom. Marcel
said, according to Sartre, consciousness is the decompression of being (Marcel, 1995,
p. 61 ). It means to me that with consciousness, the being can be everything, there is
no limitation for being; open to all, being can be what is not, and not to be what it is.
(Marcel, 1995, p. 85) His consciousness is awareness, being-for-itself, centering or
focusing on one's inner feeling. He is closely in touch with inner self. He said, "My
consciousness is a kind of interior phenomenological space of non-being, surrounded
by the plenitude of the world" (Sartre, 2001, p. 107). Reeves and Sartre imply that life
is not just being thrown into the world, helpless and hopeless. One is not abundant
with nothing. There is plenitude that one can freely choose. Only one thing, the way
to life, is a dear cost and it is concealed, not revealed without great effort and
patience.
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According

to

Johnson,

for

Heidegger,

the

phenomenologist,

the

phenomenology of Dasein is hermeneutics. He sees by helping to uncover what is
hidden or concealed, and resist imposing the structure of understanding. Rather, he
tries to let things reveal themselves. Schleiermacher's work on hermeneutics greatly
influences Heidegger. Schleiermacher emphases the importance of the art of listening
for hermeneutics (Johnson, 2000, p. 15). This is parallel with Marcel's secondary
reflection since it is also in tranquil listening to the hidden and concealed revealing
themselves. Heidegger is also against idle chat, curiosity and gossiping which are the
opposite to a tranquil mind. He describes this basic state of Dasein as falling. He says,
"Idle talk discloses to Dasein a Being towards the world, towards Others, and towards
itself-a Being in which these are understood, but in a mode of groundless floating.
Curiosity discloses everything and anything, yet in such a way that Being-in is
everywhere and nowhere [BTl 77]" (Johnson, 2000, p. 23).
Heidegger talks about the importance of listening. Heidegger maintains that
"listening is not passive receptivity. Listening is a type of activity that he
characterizes as anticipation in reserve .. .listening is a keeping silence that is a
pondering. It is also a speaking which is like singing" (Johnson, 2000, p. 23). It is
similar to Marcel's secondary reflection and participation.

Reflection and

participation is also anticipating silently in one pole. Another pole is pondering,
encountering it and letting it reveal itself.

4. 4 Responsible 'being'

Marcel is challenging us to be responsible human-beings.
"Our life, in other words is not simply a datum given to us, but neither is it
within our power to create it on our own; it is offered to us as a gift, which
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to be real has to be received. Therefore our authentic being is not simply
ours but God's being, or God's way of being, as well. As we become more
truly creative, that is more truly participants in being, God's becomes more
manifest to us; we participate in him and he in us. By responding to God in
creative fidelity, we approach our true being" (Reeves, 1991, p. 263).

The way Reeves is interpreting Marcel is deep and appropriate. It is not within one's
power to create one's life on one's own. One is sacred being. We all are sacred
beings. One cannot do with life as one likes, one cannot be one's way of being; since
it is God's being or one has to be God's way of being. It is one's responsibility to
create oneself as God wants oneself to be. One is much more sacred than one knows.
It is a tremendous responsibility to create one's life as God wants one to be. One is

like the shepherd of "God's being". Heidegger used the 'shepherd of Being', that one
is responsible for Being, to be a shepherd of Being, without mentioning God.
Heidegger also parallels Marcel in saying, "We will come to understand that to be
human is to be the 'shepherd of Being'. What is essential is "Being" (Johnson, 2000,
p. 59). One has to live life as the 'shepherd of Being'. As God want us to be, not as
one likes. Simultaneously, what God wants us to be is closely linked to one's
innermost authentic self. One has to choose to participate in making decisions.
Heidegger made choices in response to a call. According to Johnson, "Heidegger's
thought is best understood as a respond to a call" (Johnson, 2000, p. 10).
Existence is a gift to oneself. Marcel took as a gift, what for Sartre is a burden, a
condemnation. One has to be creative in participating in the mystery of being, as one
is to be as God wants one to become. The closer one comes to 'God's being' one is
closer to God; God is revealing himself through oneself. God is manifest for oneself,
means that one is becoming like the image of God. One can approach and reach one's
true being only by responding to God in creative fidelity. According to Marcel, one is
most responsible for oneself to become God's way of being. One is not only
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responsible for oneself alone but also for the other being, since to be is to be with and
being is being with. One cannot reach an existential knowledge of his or her own
freedom, dignity and basic rights without being committed to the others' dignity,
freedom and rights. One has to initiate in the wellbeing and equilibrium of life
according to one's mystery of 'being'. One has to adjust to life and to be balanced in
wholeness. Nothing comes into being with its end perfectly completed. Everything is
in the process of becoming. Every single thing depends on oneself. One is related with
everything and everything is also related with oneself, nothing is excluded. One is
everywhere and in everything, nothing can exclude oneself. One is connected to
everything and everything is connected to oneself.
To enhance the quality of life is an essential thing. This includes a well
balanced and integrated individual life, social life and spiritual life. Balancing in
wholeness will enhance the quality of life. It is one's responsibility to enhance the
quality of life and maintain the state of equilibrium. The most responsible one is the
self, nobody else. The other will strengthen and encourage oneself, but no one is
responsible for me or oneself. In other words, I am most responsible person for
myself, for my well-being.
If one's social life is not satisfying or fulfilling, who is the cause? Everything

begins and ends with oneself. Since one is responsible for everything. One has a part
or a role in every aspect; one has to check from one's perspective part. If one's social
life is not fulfilling one? Or, find it difficult to relate with the other? Not able to build
up healthy and happy authentic long lasting relationships? Why is the relationship not
a smooth one? Am I lacking in charity, towards my neighbor? Am I too pessimistic?
Do I really sincere with the other? Do I take the relationship just for granted? Am I
really paying the respect that is due to him or her? Am I really treated him or her as I
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ought to? Do I really mean what I say? What counts most are not superficial words
but words from one's sincerity of heart towards the other or another. Normally one
used to pay more attention to the outward than inward. In realty, inwardness goes
deeper than the outward. There needs to be understanding for oneself clearly, and
harmony between outwardness and inwardness.
Marcel's philosophy is a challenge to make effort, to be patient with oneself,
to go beyond, to transcend. Life is not a bed of roses. Life means to struggle to
overcome all the obstacles that block our ways. To be human is to be responsible, and
to take charge of one's own life and wellbeing. Though Sartre is known as an atheist
he is in line with Marcel in this sense. Sartre's philosophy is all dependent on one's
self to give meaning to one's life, otherwise life is nothing. Sartre demands oneself to
be fully responsible for oneself. One is responsible for one's emotions and feelings.
Feelings are even in the way one is interpreting life. According to Kamber, Sartre
"borrows from Heidegger the general thesis that emotions are not internal states
which sweep over us but ways that we choose to be in the world" (Kamber, 2000, p.
14).

One is responsible for choices and decisions, even one's emotions. To feel is
to depend on one interpretation. Emotions are under one's freedom. One cannot blame
anyone if something goes wrong in life, since everything depends on one's choices.
One can be whatever it is his or her will to become. For Sartre, life is absurd unless
one gives meaning to it. Therefore one is most responsible for his wellbeing, not only
for him alone, responsibility for the whole of humanity. That is why for Sartre, one is
condemned to be free, because freedom entails responsibility of the whole of
humanity. Therefore freedom is a big burden for Sartre, as he is carrying it all on his
shoulder. For Marcel, freedom is the grace and blessing from God. Marcel never
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carries the burden alone because he believes in the providence of God, and strives
through the help of providence. Marcel is not completely dependent on God alone; his
initiative took self-responsibility and he did his best, and, in trust, leaves it to God.
Only one thing differs from Sartre, Marcel has the security of God's divine
providence, and Sartre just depends on himself. Sartre's life is without God; in
completely contrast to Marcel in this aspect.
In one way, Sartre is revealing life without God as absurdity. For Heidegger,

Being is the possibility before death; one can become whatever he wishes to as long
as he has life. Life for Heidegger is not easy going life, or life without purpose. Life
should be serious, centred without gossip or wavering, life is highly costly. This is
also in line with Marcel's interrelatedness and interaction between being and other
being. The way one is related to the other is crucial in Heidegger's thinking. For
Marcel, a musical instrument depends on the one who uses it. It depends on the way
the one relates with the musical instrument. Not only on the musical instrument. The
person who handles the musical instrument has the chief task; likewise one is most
responsible in one's dealing with the other. If one is treating others as object, or as he,
she or it, the relationship will become accordingly. If one has been treated as a Thou, I
will become I for me and I will become Thou for him respectively.
Kierkegaard also challenged the responsible life especially for a Christian. He
thinks a Christian is supposed to lead life rigorously towards meaning, living the life
of Christ which is that of self giving and sacrifice for others. Kierkegaard warned and
criticized his contemporary priests for not helping people to help themselves. He
criticized the priests for not helping the people to be responsible for themselves and
allowing the people to depend on them.
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Rilke's image of God seems to be challenging the human being to wake up from
slumbering. Marcel in Homo Viator, wrote of Rilke's spirituality. Rilke's God is in
the process of becoming, not a finished end product yet. One has to help God in the
process of becoming God when he says:
"I was saying that his lacunae, his injustice, the inadequacy of his powers
were due to the degree of his development. That he was not yet
completed. When will he have been able to development? Man has so
urgent a need of him that from the beginning he feels him and sees him as
though he were already there. Man needed him to be finished, and he said:
God is. Now he has to catch up with this anticipated becoming and it is for
us to help him. It is with us that he becomes, he grows with our joys, and
our sorrows throw shadows across his face. We can do nothing which
does not affect him once we have found ourselves" (Marcel, 1951, p.
219).

Rilke is challenging us to be responsible, diligent or persevering and strong in will
powers not just depending on the supreme authority. He uplifted us to the divine level.
God needs our being and helping hand. God wants us to be great and strong. I have to

be great in order to be the auxiliary of his greatness. Now he has to catch up with
this anticipated becoming and it is for us to help him. According to our faith, he has to
become and we ought to help him in the process of becoming as we wish him to
become. According to our will and desire, we will succeed, but we have to participate
in the process of becoming. Nothing is free; we have to pay a price. God is giving us
freedom and space to make a choice according to our will, not his will.
The next chapter will be on Christian perspective of Marcel's mystery of being.
The focus will be on Being as Agape, being as the centred tranquil Inner person, being
as oneness and inter-subjectivity, and being the joy of existence.

CHAPTERV
A CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVES OF MARCEL'S MYSTERY OF BEING
(To live is to love, because life without love is horrible and miserable)

This chapter will highlight the notions of Marcel, Sartre, Heidegger, and other
thinkers on the context of ontology and phenomenology. These notions have helped me
to know and understand Marcel's ontology. The core of my understanding of Marcel's
"Mystery of being" is 'if you abide in love and wisdom you will live life to the full'.
"Between love and intelligence there can be no real divorce" (Marcel, 2008, p. 7).
Hence, the summery of Marcel's "Mystery of being" is paralleled with "Love
your neighbor as yourself' (Mark 12:31), or "Love one another as I have loved you"
(John 13:34) and "Reverence of God is the beginning of wisdom" (Proverbs 1:7) which

contain the heart of Christianity. The essence of Christian teaching is to love and to be
wise. The way to live life to its fullest is by abiding in wisdom and love. This way of
living has a high cost; everything is available, but nothing is for free. Great effort and
patience is a price demand.
One of the messages of Marcel concerns the 'joy of existence.' Life rooted in
Ultimate Reality is not absurd, despair and tragic; it is sacred joy and can be meaningful.
In contrast to Marcel, Sartre's ontology shows the absurdity of man-without-God. The

Existentialist philosophy of Sartre shows that there is nothing noble in this man-withoutGod existence, and that he is only a wretched and unjustifiable absurdity (Lepp, 1965, p.
27).
According to Marcel, to enter into the authentic inter-subjective communion
with the other is the source of ecstatic delight. Human-beings are not helpless, hopeless
and powerless creatures. They have a certain space of freedom and freewill to participate
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in their mystery of being. They have a certain amount of autonomy and freedom to
anticipate in their becoming. One is not the owner of oneself but the most responsible
person of one's existence. God the Ultimate Reality is the owner of oneself. One has a
certain amount of autonomy over one's existence. Existence is not entirely unpredictable
or contingent. One has a certain amount of space for freedom and freewill to be oneself.
One has the autonomy to participate in the process of becoming oneself.
Marcel, the holistic thinker, theist, transcendentalist, optimist and mystic has
paved a way. It is the way towards the fullness of life or towards a meaningful existence.
The main message of Christianity is Agape-love and

wisdom~

God is wisdom and God is

Love. Key concepts in this chapter are self, other, inter-subjective communion between
self and others and simultaneously towards Ultimate or Transcendent Reality and key

terms. Marcel uses are inter-subjectivity, communion, presence and participation. Self
has to be in the inner world most of the time and becoming inner self and transcending
oneself and becoming an inner person. Simultaneously, to enter into inter-subjective
relationship and enter into communion with the other tends towards oneness, the
Ultimate Reality. In the process of inter-subjective communion with the other, one finds
God the Ultimate Reality.

5.1 Being as Agape

Can the different image of God change our attitudes and convictions towards our
existence, for instance, God as Being, God as a master and God as Agape? The concept
of Ultimate Reality as Being or as Agape will somehow have effect on being. There is a
difference between Ultimate Reality as 'Being,' a 'master' and as 'Agape'. God as being
is God condescending to the level of human being. Since God had condescended himself
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it is not necessary for human kind to transcend to reach God. To exist seems easy and
simple, all entirely depending on divine providence. God will take care of us. Everything
is in God's hand. God is holding everything. Some have the image of relationship with
God as master and slave. Berdyaev criticizes the servile ideas about God. He regards this
image as an unworthy conception of God leading to godlessness. According to
Berdyaev:
"It must always be remembered that godlessness may be a protest against
false and servile ideas about God. In this sense atheism even deserves
sympathy. The denial of the existence of God has often been felt as
liberation from an unworthy conception of God, in which he was thought of
as master while man was conceived as a slave" (Berdyaev, 1962, Pp. 96-97).

If God is Agape love, if humanity strives to maintain itself in Agape love, though

it is demanding much effort and disciplined life, it will attain some alternative changes
hopefully. God as Agape hopefully will help lessen the evil in the world, such as
conflicts, battles and wars. And there can be less separation and more unity. Many turn
to atheism because they are uncomfortable with fixing and defining God.
Jean-Luc-Marion makes clear in God beyond Being that God is beyond Being,
God is Agape. God becomes real and alive in the life of someone who has had a positive
experience of goodness and unconditional love from parents, a care giver, guardian or
somebody in a similar role. One finds Ultimate Reality (God) in the mystery of Love.
When through the other the goodness of Agape love touches the core of one's being, it is
God's manifestation. God reveals himself as Agape love through the other. One is
unable to experience God without the other. The other is the most essential being for
experiencing Ultimate Reality. "The universal is spirit or mind and spirit or mind is
love" (Marcel, 2008, p. 7). Marcel's main message in The Mystery of Being as 'being
with other beings towards "Being". Though he didn't stress the existence of God but
rather faith, hope and love, Marcel's Being seems to refer to God, the Ultimate Being.
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Though he constantly using the word 'Being' for God, it seems Marcel does not mean
the existence of God. In his essay on Philosophical Atheism he says, "I do not just say of
the existence of God, for a theology is conceivable that without denying God can refrain
from affirming that God exists" (Marcel, 1985, p.158).
Christian theology used to say, 'God is incomprehensible', God transcends one's
capacity to know him perfectly. Is this also not rejecting the existence of God as being?
Fredrich Wilthem Joseph Von Schelling (1775-1854), Paul Tillich (1886-1965) and
Jean-Luc Marion, are also not in favour with 'God as Being'. According to Schelling,
God is beyond the comprehensible. He argued, in The Berlin Lectures, "God is not an
object of knowledge to be comprehended by the rational ego, but a living reality to be
immediately grasped by the existing self' (Gill & Sherman, 1973, p. 631). Tillich
questioned the traditional notion of God as 'a being beside other beings' and proposed
the conception of 'God above God' who transcends the subject-object dichotomy" (Gill
& Sherman, 1973, p. 630). If God is not an object of knowledge to be comprehended,

can God be the subject of experience~ the living reality to be immediately grasped by the
existing self, as Agape? In God without Being, Marion argues rigorously against God as
Being. God is not Being, God is beyond Being. He transcends the image of God as
Agape, Christian Love and Giveness. Mark C. Taylor, who edited Jean-Luc Marion's

God without Being, says:
Jean-Luc Marion advances a controversial argument for a God free of all
categories of Being. Taking a characteristically postmodern stance, Marion
challenges a fundamental premise of both metaphysics and neo-Thomist
theology: that God, before all else must be. Rather, he locates a "God
without Being" in a realm of agape,' Christian charity or love. (Marion,
1995, preface)

In Truth and Revelation Berdyaev argues that, " ... God is Mystery which cannot be

expressed in any rational concepts derived from experience of the natural and social
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world ... .It is possible to say that God is Spirit, but Spirit is not being" (Berdyaev, 1962,
pp. 112-113). According to Berdyaev, God is belonging to that which is inward,
disposition, heart, the core of being, the Spirit, "All intellectual proofs of the existence
of God are bankrupt; they belong to the world of thought and they stay there. But what is
possible is an inward existential meeting with God" (Berdyaev, 1962, p. 115). The
presence of God is in one's deepest core, the core of 'Being'. One lives in God and God
dwells in oneself. "Whoever has God wants for nothing at all!"
In the last chapter of Marcel's Homo Viator, Marcel quoted Rilke's frequent

mentioning of 'love'.
(a) Rilke says, "A great love is a creation as well as a poem or a statue, a great
love is creative participation .. .in the divine life (Marcel, 1951, p. 220). God is related to
and one with Agape love. If love is the participation in God's life, does Rilke mean God
is close to Agape love? Anyhow/ Somehow God has a connection with Agape love.
(b) Though Marcel is not agreeing with what Rilke is saying here, I think there is
some truth in it. Rilke says, "Faith! There is no such thing, I had almost said. There is
only-love. (Marcel, 1951, p. 222). There can be no faith without underlying reverence
and admiration. These are the foundation of love. Reverence and admiration is love
revealed in another form. Rilke may mean that love is the main and the greatest more
than all other virtues. He seems to be against dividing into other virtues which might
lessen the vitality of the main one which is love.
(c) Rilke says, "God is a direction of the heart" (Marcel, 1978, p. 222). Heart is the
symbol of sentiment. Naturally heart is directed towards Agape love. Heart is the
symbol of love. No doubt that love is related to heart. In the prescription of how to avoid
heart attacks, including the preventing factors, they encourage the building up of long
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lasting, loving relationships. If love is the essential factor for life it is justified to relate
God with Agape, in portraying God as Agape.
Marcel, and all the above thinkers, are more or less affirming God as beyond
Being, the God of Agape. "God is love and those who abide in love abide in God and
God abides in them" (1 John 4:7-21). Love touches the core of the being to whom it is
given and who receives. Love is a positive and uplifting feeling, a disposition, state of
mind, a spirit, and an atmosphere. That is feeling as a spirit or feeling of love, as a spirit
of God. A loving disposition is the presence of God in oneself. According to Heidegger,
one's disposition will influence one's existence since one is always in disposition, in a
mood. One experiences the world from the disposition one is in.
"While we can change or alter our disposition or mood, we cannot be
without one ... Because we are in a mood, we experience our world in certain
ways ... our disposition is always the starting point for how we
understand ... we always understand from within the context of our
disposition and involvement in the world" (Johnson, 2000, pp. 22-23).

Positive dispositions and feelings will see the world from the brighter side,
optimistically. He or she will transfer his or her positive feelings onto the world, to the
other and to the universe. In this fulfilling atmosphere he or she will become creative.
Agape love will transform them into creativity. Positive and negative disposition cannot
exist together at the same moment. One will always overtake the other. Being within a
loving or any disposition, the positive one will not be able to exist with hatred or other
negative dispositions. One's interpretation or the way one sees the world and others will
be positive when one is in the disposition of love. If one can maintain, most of the time,
a positive disposition such as the spirit of Agape, will life be less anxious and absurd? If
yes, it is worthwhile to maintain a positive disposition most of the time. It will become
one's responsibility to maintain in positive disposition. All the negative feelings have to
be worked on to be released as soon as possible.
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Generally and naturally, one is not always in the mood of a loving disposition
but in anxiety, dissatisfaction or other similar moods. These are exigencies. Exigencies
are the metaphysical disquiet that bothers oneself. Marcel called them ontological
exigencies. One has to work on them through reflection. In secondary reflection, one
tries to understand and go beyond them. Marcel never let these exigencies overwhelm
him. He tried to maintain his disposition in a peaceful atmosphere where he could be
caring and kind to everyone he encountered. One ought to be continuously aware of
one's dispositions and try to maintain a good disposition. It is one's responsibility to
maintain the spirit of Agape through untiring vigilance. The spirit of Agape is the spirit
towards holiness, the Holy Spirit itself. According to Marcel, prayer is dwelling in the
loving atmosphere and inter-subjective communion with Transcendental Being. The joy
of existing, a positive attitude towards existence, is crucial for the fullness of life.
Marcel called a primordial existential assurance a mysterious radiation of the "gaudium
essendi ", the joy of existing. And this radiation is hope (Marcel, 1985, p. 42). Every

being has been given hope as a gift, which is the joy of existing. For a theistic
existentialist, there is Transcendental Reality and the wholeness of being that
overcomes/ goes beyond/ transcends the existential absurdity.
It is the belief of Marcel, Buber, Kierkegaard and Heidegger that they are

responding to their personal call. For them, it is a call to holiness as sacred being.
Marcel and Buber embrace their lives as the task. From his Hasidic tradition, Buber said,
"If you hallow this life you meet the living God" (Richard & Ernest, 1973, p. 590).

"Man is being created in the image of God" (Genesis 1: 27) is to be regarded as deed
becoming a task for Marcel and Buber.
Depending on the responsible self, existence can be meaningful and hopeful.
Thus there is a need for a responsible being and he or she ought to become an inner
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person. One has to nurture one's inner self to become inner person. The inner human is a
disciplined, recollected, tranquil one. The inner human will be the light and guardian of
being. It is the responsibility of the inner one to take charge of the inner and outer world
of being. It is crucial for the inner person to maintain a disposition of peace, serene,
tranquil mind in oneself.

5.2 Inner Person

Marcel encourages participating in and anticipating the mystery of being in
becoming an inner self. This inner one is closely in touch with Transcendent Reality.
On secondary reflection, the inner one finds light to the paths which one ought to follow.
One has the freedom to choose life or death, hope or despair. Only this inner one can
lead life to its fullest. He or she is the most significant and responsible one who holds
the destiny of oneself, the light as the guiding star of the self as the person. The inner
person, a recollected one, is closely intimate with the core of one's being. He or she
possesses the tranquil mind and is unceasingly in search of wisdom. By a vigilant
presence to one's inner self, he or she is participating in the mystery of one's being. The
inner self is the one who is able to transcend and go beyond the limitations of finite
being.
A human being has two aspects in his or her existence, an inner and outer self
who abides in the inner and outer world accordingly. The inner self is the one who is
thinking and feeling and his or her inner world is the subjective mode of being where the
disposition to interiority takes place. The inner world is the place where body and mind
meet, converge and become one. The inner self or inner person is the one who is able to
dissolve the dichotomy of body and mind where thinking and feelings converged. The
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inner world is a private and sacred place for the individual where wisdom abides. There
he or she is alone facing the individuality of oneself and Transcendental Reality. The
outer world is where one is relating with the tangible exterior world and with other
beings. Action, speaking takes place in the outer world. The inner man or woman
seldom stays in the outer world. He or she will go out only when there is need. His or
her home is the inner world. The inner man or woman usually spends most of the time
present to his or her being. The self usually shifts to live in one world, inner or outer
world, at a time. It is not easy to live in both worlds at the same moment. Centred and
recollected, one lives more in inner world and some live more in the outer world. A
person is more precious than the whole world, faithful to one's unique call as well as
authentic to oneself.
According to Marcel, one ought to be attentive and authentically follow one's
inner light accurately. For him, faithful to one's inner unique call and moving towards
authenticity is the same. Thus fidelity and authenticity are closely linked to each other.
There are two ways, fidelity to oneself as well as to the other. Marcel's way of
practicing fidelity is through creativity. He lives fidelity creatively. Since his philosophy
concretely focuses on individual experience, there are no readymade answers for all the
questions or problems for individual concrete experience. One has to proceed through
fidelity to oneself and others. When Marcel proposes creative fidelity, it seems to me he
is referring to fidelity to one's conscience, inner call or inner movement or exigencies
precisely. It is crucial to be faithful to following the inner voice accurately, exactly.
The way the inner man thinks, interprets and understands will have an influence
upon the outer self. The outer is the shadow of the inner one. One's attitude, outlook,
disposition has tremendous effect on the self, others and the world. One's positive
authentic feelings will go deeper than merely spoken words. Therefore, Marcel strongly
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proposes to be faithful and true to exigencies. Especially one's inner self has to be true
to others, sincere in relating with others. Marcel desires to be deeply faithful and loyal.
He has great devotion to fidelity. He is devoted to be a deeply inner truthful one; he is
against any kind of pretensions.
Since the inner and outer self are one being, naturally the inner feelings are
revealed in the outer self. If one is angry, the anger not only inside, but is also revealed
outside in his or her words or actions. His or her being is revealing of one's anger. He or
she is angry with his or her whole being, not only with his or her mind. But it is one's
free choice to hide or not or to control. The inner one can also be revealed as it is to the
outer world or he or she can hide or control real feelings. If the inner one is revealing the
opposite side of one's real feeling it is the act of pretending to oneself and others. If the
feelings are negatives then trying to go beyond them or transform them into positive
ones is healthier. It is better than remaining inside the negatives and pretending they are
positives.
Thought, reason, guides the feelings, and does not let the feelings control
reasoning. If one's inner feelings and outer appearance is the same, one is authentic to
oneself and others. For most beings usually the inner feelings and outer appearances are
different. One tends to hide one's feelings by pretending. Inner feelings and outer
appearance are not always the same. Sometimes they can be the same, sometimes
opposite and, again, another time similar. The healthiest is the one trying to be the same
outer and inner self most of the time. The authentic one will not pretend negative is
positive, but change the negative into positive. These are the authentic ones. Some have
different inner feelings and outer appearances. They are the ones who have to shift from
one to another according to the outside situation. These are the inauthentic or the
pretentious ones. But sometimes controlling or hiding one's emotions and feelings is not
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always unfavourable. It can also be for a better reason and outcome. Marcel was against
pretentiousness and in-authenticity for nothing, for no good reason. Everything is
carefully discerned in the power of secondary reflection by integrating the reasoning and
the feeling of the inner self.
The outer one is a limited finite being. If one is an outer being most of the time,
life becomes empty, absurd, boring, frustrating and despairing. He or she is unable to
transcend, to go beyond the limitations. Whenever one is faced with unease or
metaphysical disquiet, he or she will be disturbed since one does not know how to get
beyond these negative feelings. One will try to search for readymade solutions and
answers to solve the problem. The inner person is different from the outer one. He or she
is free and able to go beyond into the world of creativity. Marcel points this out clearly,
saying:
Life in a world centered on function is liable to despair because in reality
this world is empty, it rings hollow; and if it resists this temptation it is only
to the extent that there come into play from within it and in its favor certain
hidden forces which are beyond its power to conceive or to recognize
(Marcel, 1985, p.13).

According to Marcel, there are hidden forces within which one can overcome the despair
and emptiness of existence. The inner person transcends the despair and emptiness of the
outer world. One needs the transcendental inner man to take charge of the life of a
person's well being. The inner one is a transcendental infinite being who deals with the
mystery of being. He or she is able to cope with the exigencies of being tactfully, rooted
in the higher power greater than oneself. According to the translator of Creative Fidelity,
Robert Rosthal says, " ... being is, in Marcel terms, the 'recuperation' of immediate
experience on a higher level. Hence immediate experience provides the model for a
supra-relational experience of the Absolute" (Marcel, 2002. p. xxi).
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In the inner world itself, there are two aspects of being, thinking and feeling. One
needs to be balanced and integrated between feeling and thinking. They are related and
support one another/ each other. Sometimes Marcel referred to it as wisdom and passion
for thinking and feeling. According to Marcel, thinking is a "function of the inner
demand of the human spirit...and there is not and cannot be any ... thought without
personal involvement" (Marcel, 1985, p. 11). There involves passion. In Tragic Wisdom

and Beyond, Marcel concludes with the following words:
... a wisdom which does not include passion ... is not worthy of being called
wisdom" . . . . The inner man has to be wise enough to take a right and
appropriate part. " ... to bring passion itself to light, and above all to cast light
into the abysses in which passion can lose its way, in which it is blinded to
the point where it takes itself as a law unto itself (Marcel, 1985, p. 198).

Inner self is crucial for the recuperation of being. The tasks of the inner persons are:
(1) They believe and rely on the goodness and the providence of the supreme
power, ultimate reality, God of Agape. They will not put the entire burden on
themselves and do not set to carry the whole task of existence alone. They try their best
and the rest they leave to the power beyond them. They will be strengthened by the
supreme power within themselves.
(2) Though they are limited finite beings, they cultivate the ability to go beyond
this limitation and transcend themselves to deal with the mystery of being. The inner self
is a transcendental being who has to deal with the mystery of existence. One needs
wisdom to guide in order to deal with the mystery of life. Mystery is not the
unknowable. But inherent mystery is unfathomable. Without wisdom, even with great
effort and patience, it is impossible to explore mystery's bottomless depths and infinite
nuances. The inner one can transcend self, beyond the boundaries of space and time of
the finite being. Thoughts and feelings transcend beyond the limitation/ the bound.
"Transcendental man is the inner man whose experience lies outside the bounds of
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objectification" (Berdyaev, 1962. P. 19). They are able to go beyond any negative
feelings, from ontological exigencies. They strive to maintain holy spirit, a stable, calm
disposition most of the time.
(3) They are vigilant and watchful, because it is a process of continuous
transcending. "Man is a being who surmounts and transcends himself. The realization of
personality in man is this continuous transcending of self' (Gill & Sherman, 1973, p.
609). They deal with immediate thoughts and feelings, and never entertain any negative
ones, never allow the negative feelings to overtake them. Regarding the relationship
with other human-beings, they tried to develop positives experiences and neglect the
negative ones. By this habit they are able to maintain the Holy Spirit within them and
forgiveness towards the negatives sides of experiences.
The feelings create thinking, and the thinking provokes feeling. He or she is a
wise one who interprets every incident in the light of Transcendent Reality. The inner
man is a recollected one and silence is demanded for the tranquillity of inner life. "I am
convinced, for my part, that no ontology - that is to say, no apprehension of ontological
mystery in whatever degree - is possible except to a being who is capable of recollecting
himself... " (Marcel, 1985, p. 23 ). In his Translators introduction to Marcel's Creative

Fidelity, Robert Rosthal wrote, Marcel goal was:
"to restore to existence its dignite tragique, for life itself trembles with
tragedy. It is not his purpose to present us with a piece a these or to provide
us with a purely rhetorical exposition of spiritual conflict, but rather to show
how tragic conflict is rooted in the ambiquite fonciere of our situation as
existing beings. And here reflection, the search for rational solutions as
justification, has a fundamental role" (Marcel, 2002, p. xxiii).

(4) They are the critical ones. He or she is responding to a personal call of the
mystery of being. They are not following mass society dogmas without questioning.
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"People are less and less satisfied with ready-made answers which it seems they once
accepted without question" (Marcel, 1985, p. 10).
(5) They strive to live in the present moment as much as possible. They strive to
be present to themselves in action, sensations, thinking and feeling. When one's mind is
present to doing, thinking or feeling things, it saves more time than doing with an absent
mind. Since they are trying to be present at every moment, they seem to have enough
time for everything. Usually they are not the rushing ones. Marcel is against rushing,
and he thinks it is bad for the very rhythms of the life of the spirit. Marcel talks about the
"sinister part played by speed, by belief in speed as a value, by, in a word, a kind of
impatience that has had a profound effect in changing even the very rhythms of the life
of the spirit for the worse" (Marcel, 2008, p. 107)
(6) When they are faced with immediate experiences, the exigencies which have
shaken their inner tranquillity, they will enter into themselves to encounter these
exigencies. They will not alone impose upon or interpret them. They prefer, similar to
Heidegger's phenomenological way, to let the things be revealed by themselves too.
They will not take charge all by themselves. They are ready to listen and participate in
the

mystery,

not just be

a

spectator.

According

to Johnson,

Heidegger's

"Phenomenology tries to let things reveal themselves but resist imposing a structure of
understanding ... meaning must not be imposed. Dasein is the kind of entity that
interprets" (Johnson, 2000, p. 15-16). Inner person never plays God or pretends to be
mighty. He or she is humble with a cheerful disposition, not burdening oneself by
playing God. Wisdom is needed to develop and maintain the tranquillity of the inner
person.
(7) They are able to make choices and decision with freedom. Since they are
closely intimate with their inner reality, they know themselves better, and they know
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what they want, need and prefer. Since they know themselves, they are the ones who are
able to be authentic to ones self and others.
(8) They are good in relating with the others through inter-subjective relatedness.
One has the ability to build up inter-subjective relationships with the others. He or she is
able to go into long lasting true and authentic relationships. He or she has the ability to
enter into deep and mutual communion with the others and able to transcend the
relationships through presence and participation. One inner person relates to another
inner one in a deeper way.
Marcel's philosophy could not be complete without relationship with the other.
By movement from one individual inner person towards the other, through intersubjective communion, presence and participation are the most significant and
transformatory aspect in Marcel's thinking.

5.3 Oneness of being and Inter-subjectivity

The Innermost yearning for wholeness and integrity is towards oneness of being.
As Haring says:
"One's. conscience is healthy only when the whole person - the emotional as
well as the intellectual elements and the energies of the will- is functioning
in a profound harmony in the depths of one's being. This innermost depth is
the locus where we are touched by the creative Spirit and brought to ever
greater wholeness" (Haring, 1978, p. 258).

Inner persons enter into inter-subjective relationship and towards communion
with the other. Relationships with the other is the most significant and transformatory
aspect in the mystery of being. The whole of existence gives meaning through authentic
relationship with the other. Without deep relationship with the other, life is meaningless_
and absurd. One finds the fullness of life, the joy of existence through inter-subjective
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communion with the other. Communion is possible only when there is unconditional
love for one another. Unconditional love is Agape. Without love for one another,
communion is impossible. Marcel pointed out clearly, that as the body and soul are one
in a body, self and the other are also one. Only by love can the mystery of the body and
soul be understood. Likewise, love is the central datum to understanding the other.
" ... Love is the only starting point for the understanding of such mysteries as that of
body and soul, which in some manners, is its expression" (Marcel, 1995, p. 20).
Though everyone knows that one ought to love the other, it is not easy to love
other beings. To love other unconditionally is difficult, since they seem to be separate
entities and externally they are other to oneself. Unless one is going beyond the ordinary
way of seeing things and events, inter-subjective communion is quite impossible. It is a
lifelong process that one needs to cultivate or learn. In reality, we are all related and
connected into one whole being. Unless we become one with the other and the whole
world, we cannot be closer to Ultimate Reality. One's attitude and conviction towards
oneself and others has to be based on the following fundamental perception. One
received existence to be taken care of as a gift from God. It is sacred. It is God's. It is
not one's own. One is responsible to take care of this gift according to God's will, not
one's own. Who am I and who are they? I am from the divine, the sacredness of the
divine. I have to carefully and reverently take care of my being, since it is the sacredness
of God. I will take care of my being according to God's way of being. Likewise others
are also sacredness of the divine. They also ought to take care of themselves
accordingly. Since there is only one true God, according to the law of one and
wholeness myself and they are related to each other according to the sacredness and
divine origin of us. We are from the same root; we belong to the same Ancestor, the
same Father. Somehow we are related to each other. She or he will take care of her or
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his being according to God's will, the same as I must. One ought to respect the other's
freedom and space. Inter-subjectivity does not exist and cannot exist without freedom.
(Marcel, 1985, p. 39).
If we are from the same root, why is there are conflict between us? Actually if one

can go beyond the things and the events, there is unity even within the separations and
conflict. One cannot judge from outward appearance. " ... when we say that it cannot be
reduced to its outward appearances, or that these appearances probably conceal more
than they disclose" (Marcel, 1995, p.108). There are conflicts, battles and wars because
we are just seeing and interpreting the appearances, not being transformed to go beyond
the appearances. The truth is in the concealed part. One can see the anger of a friend, but
cannot easily see why she is angry. What makes her angry? Everything is converging
towards one's destiny if one tries to see beyond the external appearance. What does the
'other' mean to Marcel? "I must somehow make room for the other in myself' (Marcel,
2002, p. 88). The 'other' is not a separate entity. Though it seems to be separate
externally, it is internally closely connected and related with oneself. Other is part of
oneself. I am part of the other. One cannot be completely separate from the other. It is
sinister to think that one is a separate individual being, and to ignore the fact that the
other has a part in me. Merold Westphal wrote, regarding this interrelatedness, in the
preface of Marcel's Creative Fidelity:
"The Other, as Levinas will especially emphasise in Otherwise than Being,
is already inside me. I am essentially or eternally related to the other whether
I like it or not. To love or to welcome the other, to give oneself to the other
in creative fidelity, is simply to affirm this bond rather than seeking to
escape or destroy it" (Marcel, 2002. P. xiii).

The other is already within me; the other is a part of me. If I reject the other, it is the
same as rejecting me. One is unable to love oneself as a whole if he or she is excluding
the other. The other has many more parts to play. The other is like a mirror to us. One
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sees him or herself through the eyes of the other. The other is anyone supporting us in
one way or another towards one's destiny. Through the goodness and nobility of the
other, one is able to experience God's Agape love and mercy. Others are the medium
between Ultimate Reality and oneself. The others are somehow imperative for one's
growth and maturity and towards Ultimate Reality.
For those who have already developed their individual self (inner self), God's
Agape love will be able to enter into inter-subjective communion with the other.
"There can be no authentic depth except where there can be real
communion; but there will never be any real communion between
individuals centred on themselves, and in consequence morbidly hardened,
nor in the heart of the mass, within the mass state. The very notion of
intersubjectivity ... presupposes a reciprocal openness between individuals
without which no kind of spirituality is conceivable" (Marcel, 2008, p. 200).

We need each other for our way to Ultimate Reality and to fullness of life. We are the
mirror, and reflection to each other's image. Authenticity is crucial for relating with
oneself and the other. One ought to be as sincere and loyal to the other as to oneself. The
inner attitude or sentiment towards the other speaks louder than the spoken words. If one
really cares for the other, it is better to maintain the sentiment and feeling of caring, than
the spoken words of how much one cares. 'This much I care for you.'
A positive inner attitude towards the other, positive feelings or sentiments
towards the other is better than the spoken words without real feelings. One's positive
attitude and sentiment towards the other touch the core of the other more than mere
words that are missing the real sentiment towards the other. Since the other is already
within oneself, true sentiment is the best way to build up inter-subjective relationships
within oneself. Words are limited and unable to grasp the whole mystery of love and
communion, the feeling; the sentiment goes much deeper beyond the mere words. When
there are positive noble sentiments in ones self, is the spirit of God dwelling in ones
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self? If one's mood is in the sentiment and ecstasy of love, will one's interpretation of
life be gloomy? Can one be using lots of words and lack in real feeling for the other? I
believe more in positive sentiment and feeling than in mere words. Words are good in
themselves, but spoken words that flow from real feelings are better than merely spoken
words. Sometimes, one can be using lots of spoken words and forget to feel them. One's
feeling has somehow an effect on the other and the whole universe. Reeves in his article

The Idea of Mystery in the Philosophy of Gabriel Marcel wrote, "To feel is to receive
but this is is to receive, but this is never a merely passive reception, it involves some
degree of welcoming or responsiveness" (Reeves, p. 262). When one has a charitable
thought and feelings towards the other, it is somehow welcoming the other in charity.
For a finite being, everything is limited, especially time and situations. Marcel's
participation and presence go beyond the limited situation of human beings.
One can be present in one place, at a time. If I choose to communicate with this
one, I am here with this friend. Time is also limited for both of us. With my thoughts of
my friend, I am able to meet more friends, in a short time. I treasure the real meetings
and I am not encouraging unrealistic things, for meeting in the imagination. But in
reality, one has more choices and many alternatives from which to choose. We miss
many graceful moments of encountering the communion with our loved ones, because
of the limitations of, the shortage of time. There are many friends with whom I would
like to communicate. But the time limitation is there for us both. If I love this one, it
means I exclude that one. I myself am limited. The other is also limited. If I transcend
and go beyond I can be present to many people in a shorter time. There are many with
whom I would like to communicate. Some I would like to congratulate, another to
appreciate, another to console, encourage, entrust. But time is limited for both sides. If
the situation is not in favor with us, we can go beyond the limited situation. I think,
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positive good/well wishes to the other will somehow vibrate to the person I intend them
for I focus on or to the world.
Words are limited. I would like to express my gratitude towards one. I cannot
encompass the whole of my being grateful to him or her, but through transcendence I
can go beyond without using limited words. A sentiment goes further than just limited
words. I can be in Agape with the others, not in words, but in the heart itself. I am able
to participate in the mystery of others, as well.
Presence is mystery. It can be presence to his heart, and to his mind, presence to
his very being and to others (Marcel, 1995, p.36). Presence is something which reveals
itself immediately and unmistakably in a look, a smile, an intonation or a hand shake
(Marcel, 1995, p.40). If one's inner attitude, disposition is positive, it will flow
spontaneously from the encounter. It will be present naturally, without much effort. A
look, a smile, an intonation or a hand shake is wordless. It flows directly and
spontaneously from the heart, disposition and mood.
From communion with the other towards oneness of being, there is no
separation, only unity. This oneness is closest to God, the Ultimate Reality. "The Soul
[the mind] is in some manner all beings" (Ross, 1959, 43 lb 21). We become one spirit,
one soul and one mind.

5.4 Joy of existence

Life can be filled with joy. Life is fragile and ought to be handled with immense
care. Existence lies within two poles, generally between positive and negative poles of
existence. There will be positive and negative feelings and disposition. Tactfully one
needs to maintain the balance. One needs tact to maintain the joy of existence within
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tranquil mind. There cannot be any fixed rules for meaningful existence, only guide
lines. Only recollected ones can live life to the fullest. It is undeniable that life can be
both meaningful and absurd. Marcel strives to go beyond the negative aspects of life. He
integrates the negative aspects of life with the positive ones. He transforms the tragic of
life into the joy of existence. One feels loved, safe and secure in divine providence. One
has positive attitudes towards the existence of self, others and the whole universe. He or
she feels that the whole universe is on his or her side. Whatever one wants will come to
oneself. There is no need to be worried. Life is being created according to one's likes,
father, mother and siblings. Everything that came into one's life is a gift. One's hope is
limitless and eternal. " ... The only genuine hope is hope in what does not depend on
ourselves; hope springing from humility and not from pride" (Marcel, 1995, p.32). One
always goes beyond the limitations of the finite being. Everything might take place
according to one's will and intention. If not, this must be better than what one intended
to have.
"Hope consists in asserting that there is at the heart of being, beyond all data,
beyond all inventories and all calculations, a mysterious principle which is in
connivance with me, which cannot but will that which I will, if that I will
deserves to be willed and is, in fact, willed by the whole of my being"
(Marcel, 1995, p. 28).

Though one's future is hidden from and unknown to oneself, there is still light for
existence. There is a light in one's innermost self. One is not abandoned. One has a
certain amount of freedom and autonomy over his or her being/ existence. Higher
authority, the whole universe and the others are guiding and supporting one's authentic
being. He or she has freewill to anticipate and participate in the mystery of being. One is
not completely out of control over his or her being. Life is not entirely helpless and
hopeless. It is still worth living to the fullest. One is not completely powerless over
one's own existence, but has some part to play. One has a certain amount of freedom to
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lead one's life according to his or her values and meaning in existence. There is still
space for one to participate in one's own existence.
There is no higher authority controlling or dominating, one has freedom to reach
one's destiny. Berdyaev reminded us to recognize the great truth that "God and the
divine find visible expression not in domination but in freedom itself, not in authority,
but in humanity, in God-manhood". God is wisdom and love, "he causes nothing and
governs nothing" (Berdyaev, 1962, p.97).God's gift is a freedom and freewill for human
beings, but he never leaves or abandons, he is close to each one in protecting and
guiding.
Though there are causes that make one anxious, there is still hope. The
contingency of being causes anxiety to oneself. One's anxiety can come from the fear of
the others who will inhibit one's way. One is anxious about the circumstances and
situations that will hinder one's aim. Actually there is no need for anxiety since the
whole universe is on one's side, supporting and guiding on one's way. Others are also
supporting us in many ways, to reach one's goal towards the wholeness of life. The
situations and the others are also supporting us towards one's destiny. But sometimes it
is not so visible at the beginning. It is visible only when it is over or when one has learnt
to go beyond. The situations also depend on one's mind, intention and will. They will
correspond to one's intentions and will accordingly. Usually one's realization comes
afterwards, only when that situation will lead one to a better situation than one expected.
The others can be supportive in many different ways. One is able to see, straight
forwardly, visible things only. Some will support us positively, that will make one feel
good. Invisible goodness one cannot see and this inability makes one feel unease. Some
support in ways that seems to one as negative, but in reality evidently it is positive. One
human nature that is quick to see only the appearance will appreciate the positive and
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criticize the negative. In reality, as all are connected into oneness, what one feels as the
negative is also pushing one towards a positive destiny. Someone has to be cruel to be
kind. For the sake of balance one needs both positive and negative strokes. If only one
might be able to see beyond that there is a purpose that oneself, Nature or a higher
authority binds humans together, in a variety of purposes. If one can go beyond and
accept that realization, life may be much at ease.
The mystery of being is concealed and not revealed to all. It is a mystery to
which one has to transcend to participate in. Only those who search and make effort with
great patience and a tranquil mind are able to reach the goal or destiny which is the
mystery of being. Fidelity is to creatively be one's unique individual being, since there
are no exact rules and regulations for individual, particular beings.
Existence does not tend to rest or die but moves to a higher existence. Existence
is not being one and harmonious, but multiple and divergent. It cannot be the object of a
definition. Any more than it can be an object of science. (Lepp, 1965, p.35). One has to
be faithful, accurately, to one's unique call. One has to be focused on participation in the
ontological exigency of the mystery of being. Without freedom there is no creativity.
Life can be meaningful if one has faith in the supreme power of Ultimate Reality and in
the creative fidelity to one's inner self. One can find strength in the power of love, in
wisdom, optimism, hope, transcendence, and most of all, in the inter-subjective
communion with others.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusion
It has been incredible to find the clue towards a life solution, the way out from

misery and dilemma. Before starting to read and write this thesis I was in the
distressing state of being hardly capable to concentrate on the writing. I was paralyzed
by the spirit of abstraction. There was nothing to write, no hope, the mind closed. It
was encouraging to read about existentialism at that period, even though a vague
light:
"Existentialism is therefore a form of humanism because we remind man
that there is no legislator but himself; that he himself, thus abandoned,
must decide for himself; also because we show that it is not by turning
back upon himself, but always by seeking beyond himself, an aim which
is one of liberation or some particular realization, that man can realize
himself as truly human" ( Safranski, 1998, p. 358).

Though existentialism is a form of humanism, Marcel the theist does not exclude the
Ultimate Reality.

Marcel's philosophy has enlightened me about the mystery of

being. Now though a problem not completely solved, somehow I realizes that the
mystery of my being within, not outside, my own domain. I found the clue, the
opening of the way towards light and hope. It is not a problem to be solved but a
mystery in which to participate, in awe. I become quite at peace within myself and
towards others (mass society), as well as the surrounding environment. Though I have
already been given the light to see the way, the path is still vague. To know,
comprehend, understand it, is another step to take and live with creative fidelity,
another step even to make the effort.
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According to Marcel, there are ontological exigencies continuously molding
us. It is a never ending molding and forming of oneself. We are incessant travellers, a
Homo Viator, towards our true nature as being. Marcel prescribed Homo Viator as,
" ... the soul that is the traveler, it is of the soul and of the soul alone that we can say
with supreme truth that 'being' necessarily means 'being on the way' (en route)"
(Marcel, 1951, p. 11 ). I am continuously under the process of chastising or refining
unceasingly. I need to be patient with myself and continuously aware and alert.
Maintaining a spirit of tranquillity and Agape is the inward person's or my inner,
lifelong task. What are the issues that gradually help me to come out of the dilemma
and a state of misery and anxiety? What are the issues that liberate me from the spirit
of abstraction?

It is liberation or some particular realization. Initially, liberation took place by
altering the image of the other: firstly, by reading Sartre's Universalisability and,
secondly, by reading Marcel's intersubjective communion. Firstly, by reading Sartre's
Universalisability, I felt a great liberation of mind. It was a great relief to know that,
"Responsibility," for Sartre, "includes another, crucial, dimension that is in choosing
for me I am implicitly choosing for others" (Sartre, 2001, p. 192). Through his choice,
he involves all mankind. My conscience is liberated from the spirit of abstraction. I
am not choosing only for myself, but also for the others. The others are not excluded.
It is a choice for humanity. Then, I am not against the other. I am for the other. The
other and self are one. The dichotomy between self and the others dissolves
completely. My choice is so significant, since it is not only for myself, but for the
whole. "In choosing for himself he chooses for all men" (Sartre, 2001, p. 29).
Secondly by reading Marcel's intersubjective communion, the image of the
other and the self as oneness has liberated me from· the dichotomy. Inter-subjectivity
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is related to the other person as subject to subject. The core of one's being touches the
core of the other's being. It is mystery and transcendental. Sam Keen quoted
Gallagher from 'The Development of the Idea of Being': "decent into intersubjectivity
is simultaneously an ascent into transcendence" (Keen, 1991, p. 110). According to
John D. Glenn (Jr.), "Intersubjectivity is in the strictest sense a mystery" (Glenn,

1991, p. 537). One touches the sense of the divine and the sacredness of the other. The
other became 'thou' for me and I become 'thou' for the other. There is no 'having'
but just 'being' in the world of Agape. According to Straus & Machado in the article
Gabriel Marcel's Notion of Incarnate Being, says: 'intersubjectivity is the only

domain that makes subjectivity possible' (Straus & Machado, 1991, p. 138). A strong
sense of 'I' is replaced by 'We'. "I must somehow make room for the other in myself'
(Marcel, 2002, p. 88). There is part of the other in me. Others are not entirely separate
from me. I integrate Sartre, Marcel's concepts of the other with Buber and Levinas'
concepts of the other which overwhelms me. Fundamentally in the deeper layer there
is (w)holistic oneness between them. There is no separation. Languages have
advantages and disadvantages. Advantage in the sense the variety and plenitude of the
words help better articulate the meaning. Disadvantage in a sense, the larger the
variety of words the larger the divisions, separations and the differences. I found out
that in the deepest level there is unity. Everything is united at the deeper most level.
Even there can be unity between Marcel, Sartre and Marion's concepts in the deepest
level. Superficially Marcel and Sartre are two different contradictions. In
transcendentalism everything is united into oneness whole. Unless we are able to
transcend everything, life is still in limitations and tragedy.
Thirdly, Marcel's transcendental thinking of mystery with limitless hope
towards eternity has encouraged me to go beyond. There is no limitations, no
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dilemma. Everything is available and approachable; nothing is too difficult to reach. If
only I can maintain hope there is no place for despair, since it is transcending
everything and going beyond all the limitations. There is still hope for everything.
"Hope is essentially ... the availability of a soul which has entered intimately enough
into the experience of communion to accomplish in the teeth of will and knowledge,
the transcendent act - the act establishing the vital regeneration of which this
experience affords both the pledge and the first-fruit" (Marcel, 1951, p. 10). To be in
the world of transcendent, one has to be maintaining the atmosphere of the awareness
with centering tranquil mind most of the time as much as possible.
Fourthly, it is a liberating aspect to know that I have some hold on my own
existence. According to Sartre, "Consciousness is a real subjectivity and the
impression is a subjective plenitude (Sartre, 2003, p. 16). For Sartre, "Consciousness
is a decompression of being" (Marcel, 1995, p. 62). According to Sartre, one has
certain amount of influence over one's existence. One's 'consciousness' 'will' and
'intention' is influencing one's feelings. One's 'consciousness' 'will' and an
'intention' is able to mold one's future or destiny. They are in favor with one and for
oneself. According to Sartre, "I can be whatever I will to become" (Sartre, 2003, p.
107). "He is what he wills .... Man is nothing else but that which he makes of
himself. .. Man will only attain existence when he is what he proposes to be ... Man is
responsible for what he is" (Sartre, 2003, p. 29). I am wondering if he might mean
that nothing happens in life without one's vague knowledge or consent, consciously
or subconsciously, when he says: "It is ... senseless to think of complaining since
nothing foreign has decided what we feel, what we live, or what we are" (Priest, 2001,
p. 194). Then one has freedom to feel, freedom to become as one wishes. Even
feelings are under one's control. " ... there are no accidents in life ...." (Priest, 2001, p.
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195). " ... each person is a absolute choice of self. .. " (Priest, 2003, p. 195). " ... there is
no innocent victim ... " (Priest, 2001, p. 196). According to Sartre, one is gifted with
one's own being, free to be oneself as he or she wishes. One is responsible for one's
present existence, feelings and future existence. Whatever happens in life is according
to oneself, there is no other. One has hold of his or her existence. In other words, "My
life is in my hand". Then I am wondering what about the other? Do I have any
influence of the existence of the other? If other is part of me, I might have influence
on him or her too. I can participate in his or her mystery of being by anticipating.
According to Sartre, I am responsible for him or her too. In this sense we cannot deny
the interconnectivity of the whole universe, one and wholeness of being.
In this aspect, Sartre's philosophy seems attractive and encouraging to me.
However, when I reflect on Sartre's life, it seems not a joyful existence. It makes me
wonder why he couldn't make his own existence joyful. Did he ever apply this aspect
to his reality of existence? Needless to say, Sartre tried his best to make his existence
as convenient as he could by any means or by all means, even to the point using
cigars, alcohol, drugs and intimate relationships. What is missing in his aspect of
thinking? I wonder is he missing the Ultimate Reality. Though he transcends it
somewhat, it is not beyond the level of human understanding; he is still not going
beyond it. Or else it is not that simple to live in the life of transcendental. Though it
seems simple and clear, to live in the reality of transcendental world is quite
demanding. To go against the common way of life and to be different from the
majority itself can be quite challenging.
Lastly, there is ontological exigency that is guiding oneself continuously.
There is a light to the mystery of being. One is not going blindly astray. One feels
disquieted feelings that are bothering, but Marcel took it as the alarm to create a new
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path and listen to the voice of inner wisdom, the Ultimate Reality. There is always a
way out from the burden of existence by transcending one's way of thinking, feeling
and seeing things. For Sartre, freedom becomes a burden because there is immense
choice. Marcel follows the guiding light, ontological exigency. Uneasy feelings for
Sartre become absurdity and the burden of existence. But Marcel took these as
ontological exigencies.
And finally, Marcel reminds us to be humble. He is not playing the role of
God Almighty. He said: 'one is not a prophet, but a philosopher.' His trust in divine
providence, himself and the others has released much of the burden. He never judges
but lets things speak for themselves or reveal themselves. "Phenomenon is being as it
appears or is revealed" (Sartre, 2003, p. 654). Though one is responsible, there is a
leading guide, a Supreme Authority, and the others who share the responsibility. It is
similar to team work, sharing a responsibility. Every party is fully responsible and the
burden is not only all on oneself. The advantage of Marcel's mystery of being is that
it is the way he transcends the individual towards community. 'To be' is 'to be with',
'Being' is 'being with'. From individual transcending towards intersubjective
communion is the advantage of Marcel's philosophy. Though it seems simple,
demands tranquil mind otherwise it is quite complicated and confusing.
Between Individual Conscience and Mass Society, who ought I obey, my
Individual Conscience or Mass Society? Who is responsible for my life and my
decisions, me or mass society? Where will I find the will of God between my
conscience and the mass society?
The response to each of these questions is more or less similar. According to
Marcel, one does not own oneself, God created us; God is the Creator and owner of
human-beings. I ought to lead my life ·according to God's will and purpose for me, not
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according to my external desires and likes. God is the owner of my life. I have no
right to do with my life as I like, but live in accord with God's way and divine will.
God's will is deeply embedded in one's innermost being. Individual conscience is
deeply rooted in one's innermost being. One has to live a disciplined, reflective life
in order to be in accord or attuned with the will of God in one's innermost being. In
Catechism of the Catholic Church promulgated by Pope John Paul II, he said: "Man

is obliged to follow the moral Law, which urges him to do what is good and avoid
what is evil. This law makes itself heard in his conscience" (No.1713 in Article 1
Man: the image of God. p. 476)
The other also has a part or a role in one's life. One cannot deny the fact that
the will of God is also revealed through others, or there is no truth in them. They play
a crucial part in chastising oneself. But there is a demand, "a laborious discipline
which consist in casting aside all prejudice, all ready-made opinions, and all
intellectual pride" (Lepp, 1965, p.41 ). Conscience is a private and sacred gift to
humanity. There one is alone with God. Nobody can interfere with the freedom of
one's will. "There is no deeper violation of the human person than to urge the person
to act contrary to conscience" (Curran, 2004, p. 180).
Charles Davis in, A Question of Conscience says:
Happiness is not a quiescence gained by a narrowing of consciousness; it
demands that a man accept the autonomy proper to him as a free person.
A man has to take in hand his own becoming, decide what he is to make
of himself, and then carry out his decision. Just to follow what others do
or say and wait passively upon events is to live a diminished personal
existence. To insist in that way upon personal autonomy is, I think,
compatible belief in the working of the Spirit within us. The Spirit does
not act by making us hear inner noises, but by enhancing the activity of
our own intelligence and our will. Nor does personal autonomy mean a
refusal of external guidance or neglect of social factors and obligations.
The free person is an intelligent subject, capable of recognizing his social
existence with its implications. But to be fully a person does mean freely
to take the decisions that determine the direction and growth of one's
existence (Davis, 1967, p. 23).
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What Davis says regarding one's conscience, free person, personal autonomy and
growth is undeniable. But, when I think to follow my own conscience, there is peace
but not entire peace. When I have thought to follow mass society and ignore my
individual conscience, it was a terrible experience. Even thinking of it alone is like
destroying myself. I am going to be crushed, to die, caught between the individual
conscience and mass society. Freedom is good, but quite frightening at times. As
Davis says:
People are afraid of freedom. They soon want to give it up when it
becomes demanding. Continued submission to external authority is more
comfortable than making personally a radical decision and obedience can
provide a respectable cover for the avoidance of personal autonomy, while
verbal rebellion releases some of the tension caused by the failure to
confront one's inner convictions. But the inability or refusal to be free
eventually brings weariness of life, and it excludes genuineness. To
endure the upheaval and discomfort of rending but truly personal decision
is in the long run better. (Davis, 1967, p. 23).

It is a risk to follow personal decision and more comfortable to avoid personal

autonomy, as Davis says. One might be rejected by the others, by the mass society. To
follow one's own conscience demands enduring emotional strength to bear or to go
through the process. Since others are part of me, I, it also has effect on them too.
According to Marcel, others are not a complete separate being from me. They partake
in me. As I cannot exclude or ignore them, they have to be taken account of too. If
one follows only one's individual conscience and ignores mass society, there will not
be fullness of joy. If one rejects one's individual conscience and follows only mass
society, this is similar to destroying oneself. This is the dilemma. Where is God's will
in this dilemma? If one believes that all are creatures of one Creator, one has to take
both sides into account. I am not only responsible for myself, but also for the others.
Though it is not appropriate to convince the others, simultaneously I cannot be
indifferent to them. One ought to be extremely kind and considerate to them. God is
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there to give us grace to see the truth. One can accept them, love them as they are and
keep hope in them. Though I am most responsible for my life and my decisions, the
others are supporting me to make the right decisions, though this support may be
invisible.
There are problems in the world because we neglect or ignore others as totally
separate beings, or we neglect ourselves. Even evil is not completely other to us. The
mystery of evil is in us, part of us. We need to transform evil into goodness. Only love
can transform evil. We cannot attack evil without also attacking ourselves. The best
answer for one is the best for all; since all are connected the best for one cannot be
bad for the other. If we can go beyond and see things, the good for the other cannot be
bad for oneself. My response is to take into account both parties. It is not a consensus,
but in a deeper layer of being, something best for all. The closest and most accessible
is one's own self. One is able to go in-depth into the experiences and the exigencies of
oneself. From individual towards the other is Marcel's way. Now, out of reverence
and optimism, one looks for the exigencies of the other, mass society, through Agape.
There is no significant in 'I' only 'Us'. Agape love and wisdom are the only tools to
go beyond the tragedy of human limitations.
Where will I find the will of God between my conscience and mass society? It
is extremely subtle and delicate. The will of God is neither not exactly in me, nor in
mass society. It is not a ready-made clear cut answer; I ought to make an effort in
reflection with a tranquil mind to discern between me and mass society. I can exclude
neither. Both are important. But, I am the most responsible one, no one else. Since
this life is a gift for me I am most responsible to lead my existence according to
divine will. Since we are all connected in wholeness, by being faithful and loyal to
oneself is the same as fidelity to others. If I wish to give my best to others, I have to
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strive to be better within myself first. If I do my best on my own part, not only will it
benefit me, others will also have a share in it from a (w)holistic aspect. It is a
liberating experience to choose Sartre's way; by choosing the best for myself, I am
choosing the best for others.
How will one interpret mass society? Even though in choosing what I think is
best for me will mean choosing what is best for all, I have to be considerate towards
the other, towards mass society. In reality, at a deeper level, mass society may
unconsciously have a reason for rejecting my will. Marcel said, "So little is fidelity
akin to the inertia of conformism that it implies an active and continuous struggle
against the forces of interior dissipation, as also against the sclerosis of habit."
(Marcel, 1995, p. 35)
One cannot just see externally and judge. Since Marcel has shown the almost
endless possibilities opening out for oneself, there are still many ways and means to
follow one's 'conscience' and 'will' without negatively rejecting others. One can
follow one's will without negatively affecting the other. I believe that if one lives out
of agape towards oneself, as well as others, everything is permissible, since agape will
not do anything that will insult or put the other down.
I am responsible for my neighbor, for the other. As I can participate in my
mystery of being by anticipating, I have the privilege to participate and anticipate in
the mystery of others being. If something goes wrong in others lives, it is revealing
my lack of charity towards others. I am depriving them of their rights, or I am not
providing justice to the others as I ought to?
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6.2 Recommendations for Further Research

Marcel's

secondary

reflection,

Kierkegaard's

inwardness,

Sartre's

consciousness, Rilke's solitude is more or less similar to one another, in a sense,
aiming towards a higher spiritual level. Fundamentally they are pointed towards calm,
tranquil, peaceful, awareness, centering, focusing mind, relaxed, but alert, oppose to
chaos, turmoil, disperse and confused mind. Sartre said: 'consciousness is
decompression of being'. What one thinks and feels has tremendous power over one's
existence. One's thinking and feelings have a tremendous influence in one's
existence. One's way of thinking and feelings can change one's biology. The biochemistry of the body is a product of awareness. The awareness is transformation.
When we are alert and aware, brain signals are open to infinite creative
interpretations. Control of life belongs to awareness. As soon as you pay attention to
any function, a transformation takes places. Medical science believes consciousness,
attentiveness is transformation. One thing very certain is this calm and serenity lead
towards something very positive in humanity and the universe.
Behaving unconsciously seems like one is not fully participating in the event or
experience; conscious behavior is fully participated. In other words, conscious can be
unwilled behaviour. Sartre is strongly on conscious choices, he is against
unconsciously dragging along with the society handed down pre-established values
and customs without really conscious choice. For Sartre thinks that in that aspect one
is not participating in the event, thus one is not fully responsible for it since it doesn't
come from him or her.
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In summation, I would like to suggest and recommend future and further

research into the state of 'restful alertness', for the effect and consequences of a
serene mind towards Self, Others and The Uni verse:
1- How the awareness is always generating biological transformation?
2- Why the quality of one's life depends on the quality of attention?
3- Why every intention is a trigger for transformation?
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